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Interface Characteristics and the Mechanical

Properties of Met;, ' Matrix Composites

a1. Introduction

This is the third and final report on this research program that has as its overall

objective to detail how conditions at the interfaces influence mechanical properties of metal

matrix composites (MMC). This program has been funded by DARPA and monitored by

ON R.

Throughout the experimental program there has been a heavy emphasis on

modelling and directly probing various aspects of composite interfaces using a variety of

experimental techniques, including AES, STEM, TEM, I/V and dynamic capacitance

measurements, x-ray and laser-Raman residual stress measurements, and mechanical

evaluation. This heavy emphasis on experimental probes was motivated by the fact that

interfaces are complex, non-equilibrium structures, and that a range of information

describing the interfaces is required before their influence on mechanical properties can

begin to be comprehended. The information required includes such things as the chemistry

at the interface, the crystal structures of interface phases, residual stresses across the

interfaces, the thermomechanical history of the matrix adjacent to the interface and how all

of these affect the cohesive strength and energy of the interface.

The bulk of the effort has concentrated on the At/Graphite system, both in the form

of composites and in the form of planar model specimens. The Al/discontinuous SiC

system has also been examined and residual stress measurements have been made on

Al/quartz composites.

Several interfacial phenomena have been investigated throughout the duration of

this program. The dependence of fracture characteristics on interface electrical conductivity

has been studied by first proposing an experimentally testable model and then by building a

system to test it. The relationship between bonding and interfacial chemical reactivity has

,.1



been investigated by observing the effects dopant elements have on the interfacial reaction

zone. A third effort has been directed toward the characterization of residual stresses at

interfaces. The effects of interfacial incompatibility strains on the metallurgical

development of the matrix has been studied, and the interfaces in rapidly consolidated

Al/discontinuous SiC composites have been characterized. Several of these ideas have

been reviewed (Appendix A & B). In the next few pages they will be briefly summarized.

II. Electrostatic Adhesion and Cohesion at the Al/Graphite Interface

.N..

A major effort throughout this program has been to develop a detailed quantitative

model of adhesion and bonding at the AllGraphite interface (Appendix C), and then to use

the model to direct the design of an experimental apparatus which can be used to

thoroughly test the model. [he model which has been developed takes into account the

following observations: 1) The bond between Al and graphite is intrinsically weak; it

seems to involve no primary chemical bonds. 2) A structurally disordered, possibly

hydrated aluminum oxide film is present at the interface. 3) If the electrical conductivity

across the interface is high, fracture occurs at the oxide-graphite interface or through the

graphite. If the conductivity is low, cracks prefer to propagate through the oxide.

Applying a large electric field across the interface can cause it to switch from the low

conductivity state to the high conductivity state and, correspondingly, to alter the path of

the crack. The proposed model explains these observations in terms of a space charge

accumulation across the interface due to charge transfer from the graphite to the oxide; this

space charge results in an electrostatic attraction between the oxide and graphite of

ma,.nitude in the range 4 kPa to 400 kPa, the actual value depending on the density of
chr-c traps in the oxide. Since the measured force of adhesion across a low conductivity

oxide is approximately 20 kPa, the prediction seems to be in the correct range. In addition

.. to this direct electrostatic attraction, the space charge establishes an electric field of

2
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approximately 10 volts/cm across the oxide; a field of this magnitude can significantly

polarize the charged defects in the oxide, possibly weakening it mechanically. Thus, a

strong attraction exists between the weakened oxide and the graphite in the low

conductivity state, and fracture occurs through the oxide. Conversely, if a large voltage is

applied across the oxide, it is switched to the high conductivity state, allowing the space

charge to be depleted. The electrostatic force of adhesion is reduced, and fracture tends to

occur along the oxide-graphite interface. In this way, the model predicts that the

mechanical properties of the interfacial zone depend on the density and electrical activity of

defect states within the oxide; these states may be due to structural defects or chemical

impurities, especially OH- or H ions.

The basic ideas used in the model of adhesion have been used to direct the

development of an experimental apparatus designed to test the model. This consists of a

computer-controlled a.c. and d.c. impedance measuring system which is used to measure

and control the interface electrical properties during mechanical testing. This apparatus

measures I/V characteristics of planar specimens to determine whether they are in the high,

or low, conductivity states. It is capable of dynamic capacitance measurements to

determine the density and distribution of electrically active charge traps in the oxide. The

specimens are created and mechanically tested in the same atmosphere-controlled chamber

which is used for the electrical tests.

Some of the fracture tests are performed in a special fracture stage insit in the
.U-

scanning Auger microprobe. This allows electrical characterization of the interface before

fracture and fracture surface chemical analysis on both exposed surfaces after fracture.

The experimental results from the electrical charcterization system show that the

interface in the Al/Al oxide/Graphite laminate system can be characterized with either high

0r low conductivity. The presence of oxygen or water vapor in the gas stream in the

deposition chamber creates varying levels of resistivity, with the higher resistivity observed

in the case of water in the gas stream. The fracture strength was highest in samples that
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fraciured predominantly within the graphite. The interface switching was observed to be

localized in multiple probe measurements (Appendix D).

Ill. Oxidation Model of Interface Reactions in A1/Graphite Composites

Regardless of the final reaction product, any chemical reaction with solid graphite

"must involve the breaking of C-C covalent bonds.

This idea forms the basis for the Oxidation Model of Interface Reactions in

P AIl/Graphite Composites (Appendix E) and provides a useful paradigm on which to base a

series of experiments into the chemical reactions which occur at the Al-C interface. The aim

of the experiments is to understand and possibly control the reactions between Al and C

which occur during high temperature processing of Al/graphite composites.

The oxidation model suggests that the electrophyllic nature of Al or its oxides

*j causes transfer of electrons form subsurface C-C bonds, effectively catalyzing the

breakdown of the graphite. It also identifies certain species which will stabilize graphite,

poisoning any carbide-forming reaction. Thus, it provides a conceptual basis for processes

n aimed at improving the high temperature stability of AI/G composites.

in ,To test these hypotheses, planar specimens have been made, reacted, and examined

t-...,in STE'M and AES. The planar specimens are made by depositing A] and/or AI oxide on

thin carbon films, modifying the interface by deposition of suitable elements or compounds

.- :' and then depositing an overlayer of carbon to "sandwich" the specimen and prevent

contamination. These thin sandwich specimens are examined in STEM to determine the

extent and morphology of carbide formation.

* .The experiments have shown that the presence of a very thin. or a non-continuous

fimhn of aluminum oxide between Al and amorphous carbon catalyzes the breakdown of the

0 carbon and allows reaction with the Al to form aluminum carbide (A14C3) (Appendix F).
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I lowever, if the oxide is thick (> 206,) and continuous, it acts as a barrier to diffusion and

limits the rate of reaction.

IV. Residual Stresses

In addition to the electrical and chemical aspects of composite interfaces as

discussed above, the mechanical properties of composite interfaces certainly depend on

their state of residual stress (Appendix G). Residual stresses are formed in composites

during processing or in service due to thermal strain incompatibilities between matrix and

rcinforcing phase. They are superimposed on any applied stresses to yield the complete

state of stress of the composite; thus, their effect on mechanical properties is

" straightforward and direct. Unfortunately, they are not easily measured.

Because measurement of residual stresses is difficult, a significant effort has been

directed toward devising new methods for their characterization. In particular, the

feasibility of using a laser-Raman microprobe to measure residual stresses has been ,

examined. For the planar model system of Al on quartz, residual stresses are detectable

,* and measurable (Appendix H).

V. Effects of Reinforcement Phase on the Aging Response of the Matrix

The presence of a hard, nondeformable phase within a ductile metallic matrix can

have effects on the metallurgical development of the matrix. For the case of discontinuous

SiC fibers in an age-hardening matrix, the thermal expansion mismatch between fiber and
I

matrix can lead to plastic flow of the matrix during homogenize-and-quench treatments.

The resulting dislocation field around each SiC particle enhances diffusivity of

substitutional elements, shortening the time for peak aging. In addition, the dislocations

provide heterogeneous nucleation sites for the precipitation process, and so effect the

5
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overall transformation kinetics (Appendix J). The plastic strain fields around

discontinuous SiC fibers of varying lengths are being computed and used to model the

effects of plastic deformation on precipitation kinetics. The models reasonably predict the

overall transformation curves as measured calorimetrically.

VI. High Energy-High Rate Powder Processing of

Aluminum/Silicon Carbide Metal Matrix Composites

Discontinuous, silicon carbide reinforced, aluminum metal-matrix composite metals

were made by consolidating powder constituents using a novel high energy-high rate

process which employs a fast-rising high-current pulse. The powder mixtures were

contained in an insulated die, under pressure, and were rapidly densified during the

discharge from a homopolar generator, in a processing time of about one second. Several

types of rapidly solidified Al-based powders, X7091, CW67 and 7064 were reinforced

with different types and volume fractions of discontinuous SiC. The consolidated materials

were evaluated using optical and analytical electron microscopy and Auger spectroscopy to

determine the microstructure and to identify the phases evolved.

Processing/structure/property interrelationships were established. Energy inputs of 400

kJ/kg to 2,500 kJ/kg at applied pressures of 105 to 315 MPa resulted in consolidated

forms, having a homogeneous distribution of the SiC particles within the composite.I."

Densities of 95% to 99% of theoretical were obtained with local interparticle melting

contributing to densification at the highest energy levels. A direct correlation exists

between the density, hardness and fracture tensile strength, and the specific input energy,

indicating that metallurgical bonding and densification scaled with input energy. Materials

consolidated at specific input energy under 400 UJ/kg retained the original powder

microstructure. At higher energy input the pre-existing solute-rich phase between the

dendrite arms decomposes and small dispersoids are retained. Dispersoids were (Co, Fc)".
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A19 and (Ni, Fe)2 A19 having spherical or ellipsoidal shape with size ranging from 0.05 tm

to 0.20 l.m. Materials consolidated at the highest energy levels revealed fine, needleshaped

precipitates identified as the metastable, coherent, Tl'-phase (MgZn2). This structure feature

is consistent with a rapid heating to high temperature - fast cooling cycle. Auger electron

spectroscopy of in-situ fracture surfaces shows metal-ceramic interface fracture associated

with a 100-150 A oxide layer, rich in Al, Mg, 0 and "graphitic" C. Analytical electron

Microscopy indicated that this layer was largely amorphous. Microcrystalline regions of

the oxide were identified to most probably be y - A120 3 or the MgAI20 4 type spinel. Details

are given in Appendix K.

Summary
-.

The research reported here has applied a variety of tools and techniques to the

* characterization of composite interfaces. This has allowed several interfacial phenomena to

be described. The effects of oxide phases and impurities on the electrical resistivity of

Algr, iphite interfaces has been described. This careful characterization of interface charges

p and their effects is allowing the mechanical properties to be more fully comprehended. The

cat,alytic action of Al oxide on the breakdown of carbon to form graphite has been

S"demonstrated. Significant progress has been made in the characterization of residual

stresses in composites. The effects of interface incompatibility and plastic flow on matrix

* metallurgy has been investigated. Finally, the interfacial character of rapidly consolidated

S,,\l-SiC has been investigated.

p.,
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APPENDIX A

METAL MATRIX INTERFACES AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE MECHANICAL BEHVIOR OF
COMPOSITES

L.D. BROWN, B. MARUYAMA, Y.M. CHEONG, L.K. RABENBERG, AND H.L. MARCUS
Center for Materials Science and Engineering, Mechanical Engineering ..
Department, The University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712

'A •ABSTRACT

-- This paper will review the status of our understanding of the role -
the interface plays in the mechanical behavior of several metal matrix

- composites, MMC. The paper will include the fatigue crack propagation
- In Ti MMCs in terms of interface diffusion under isthermal and thermal
* cycling conditions; the role of the interfacial oxide in Al/Graphite
in terms of its electrical state and its reactivity with graphite; the
lack of a reaction zone in Al/SiC and its effect on failure path; and

- the state of residual stresses in MMCs. It is our point of view that
i -- optimum MMC properties are achieved by closely controlling and generally I-

- obtaining a reaction zone of optimum thickness at the interface.

.' - INTRODUCTION

- Metal matrix composites (MMC) are characterized by anisotropy,
- heterogeneity, and interfaces. As one investigates the attractive pro-

perties possible with MMCs one also becomes increasingly aware of the
complexities associated with their character. Within this paper will
be discussed a range of approaches used at the University of Texas to
unravel some of the complexities associated with the MMC. The aluminum -

" and the titanium matrices will be discussed in some detail.

* For the Ti-MMC, the influence of various environments on the fracture
and fatigue crack propagation behavior of the composites will be

- discussed. The primary emphasis is on observations that relate to the -
interactions between the matrix, the interface, and the environment.

-' The environments studied here are vacuum, humid air, dry nitrogen, and
sulfur. L

- - In the AI-MMC, the emphasis will be the nature of the interface -
- in the Al/Graphite system. Model laminate systems are used to simulate -

the actual fiber composite interfaces. This enables a systematic study
of composite interfaces which cannot be achieved in the "as-fabricated"
composite. The topics of discussion will be the electrical character S
of the interface, its relation to the interface's fracture behavior,

-and factors that impact the kinetics of interface reactions. Al/SiC
discontinuous fiber composites will also be discussed with reference * .
to the primary fracture path. "

Measurement of residual stresses which originate due to the expansion
coefficient mismatch of composite components will also be considered.
In all the above the primary emphasis will be on the influence of the

i interface on the mechanical behavior of the MMC.

..Titanium MMCs

The effects of environment on the Ti-6A1-4V/Boron and the Ti-6A1-
4V/SiC composite systems illustrates the complex nature of the matrix-
fiber interface by elucidation of the interactions between the matrix,

10S
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FIG. 1. Fracture strength of Ti-6AI-4V/SiC vs. leading angle
(longitudinal, a = 900; transverse, c = 0°) [from ref. 2F
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the fiber, and the environment. Longitudinal and transverse failure
"modes, failure stress, and fatigue crack propagation in these two MMC
systems were measured in vacuum, humid air, and dry nitrogen environments
[1]. The effects of isothermal and thermally cycled heat treatments
on the mechanical properties were also investigated [2]. The most general

-- observation from these studies is that any heat treatment on the titanium -
1 based MMCs substantially degrades the MMC's longitudinal strength while

not significantly affecting the already poor transverse strength. This
-" Is shown in Fig 1. Similar results are observed in many other MMC sys-
tems [3]. The degradation is directly attributable to interactions

* at the matrix-fiber interface. However, the less reactive the heat
-H treating environment (i.e. vacuum), the less the effect on the MMC's

- longitudinal strength. The interaction between testing environments
-i and heat treatments is not so easily generalized.

PS Fatigue crack propagation (FCP) of Ti-6AI-4V/Boron in both longitu-iidinal and mixed mode loading is affected by heat treatments and environ-
ments. When a humid testing environment was used, the FCP increased
relative to that in an inert testing environment. The increase is most

- noticeable in off-axis loading as seen in Fig. 2. After heat treatment
In vacuum or humid air and subsequent testing in humid air, the FCP

* -I was reduced relative to as-fabricated specimens. Fig. 3 shows that
the decrease in FCP becomes more pronounced with greater off-axis loading.

-1 The AG is the combined mixed mode energy which is more convenient to -
-, use than the stress intensity factor, AK, in mixed mode fatigue crack
", growth research. ..

Insight into the origins of these interactions was acquired through
investigation of the modes of failure in these MMCs. Scanning electron

-, microscopy and scanning auger microscopy revealed that the vacuum and
the humid air heat treated composites tested in humid air failed predomi-

-nantly along the matrix-fiber interface. For the as-fabricated composite

tested in humid air, the failure mode was by both interface failure
-, and a great deal of fiber splitting consistent with a strong interface.
. Fatigue crack closure test indicated that in the humid testing environment

-- the freshly exposed plastically deformed titanium matrix oxidizes and --
- compresses the boron or SiC fiber upon crack closure. This results
- in damage to the brittle fibers. Secondary cracks were observed in
-:the failure paths of the heat treated composites suggesting an enhanced

matrix-fiber interfacial bond which is not as easily susceptible to .
oxidation. Reduced-susceptibility of the failure path to oxidation

- through an Interfacial reaction resulted in better fatigue resistance.

1 In contrast, after thermally cycled heat treatments in sulfur,
a Ti-6AI-4V/B 4C-B composite's FCP was greater when tested in humid air

-l than when fatigued in dry nitrogen. An explanation for this behavior -

requires a closer examination of the matrix-fiber interface [2]. The °
penetration of sulfur into the matrix from the matrix-fiber interface -
is much greater for thermal cycling than for isothermal heat treatments
in sulfur. This is shown in Fig 4. This in itself might be explained

- in terms of plastic deformation of the matrix during thermal fatigue
-" * due to differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion of the matrix

and the fiber. Active dislocation motion would facilitate transport
of sulfur into the matrix. Little sulfur was detected on the fiber

, side of the interface after failure in humid environments indicating
a complete loss of adhesion at the matrix-fiber interface. As a result,
the failure load was carried solely by the matrix. An interaction between
hydrogen and the sulfur is suspected but not as yet determined.
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FIG. 4. Sulfur concentration on matrix side of Ti-6A-4V/SiC heat treated
in sulfur vs. distance from free surface [from ref. 2].
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to The interface in titanium composites, as well as many others, appears
to be a preferential diffusion sink for all impurities associated with

S- the matrix, the fiber, the processing, and the environment. In the
, .titanium system, various forms of titanium carbides, titanium borides,

-! titanium oxides, titanium sulfides, and calcium have been observed in
various morphologies and concentrations varying with matrix microstruc-

- tures and fiber treatment [2,4]. A better understanding of the nature
of the matrix-fiber interface through careful systematic studies is

J clearly needed.

- Aluminum MMCs

The Al/Graphite MMC system is plagued by poor interfacial properties.
Poor wettability, poor bonding, and a high instability of the interface

- on heat treatment result in less than optimum physical properties.
- In order to explore the interface properties more fundamentally, research
-' at the University of Texas has keyed on observations of the interface

subjected to electrical, thermal, and chemical perturbation. In particu-
lar, the topics discussed here will be the correlation between the elec-
tronic nature of the interface and the interface's locus of failure;

N, •an oxidation model of matrix-fiber reactions and chemical treatments
, ;to control interfacial reations; and the reaction zone in AI/SiC compo-

'sites.

During the study of fiber-matrix Interfacial characteristics in
"1 :Al/Graphite MMCs, a correlation between the electrical state of a planar

*- ) Al/Al oxide/Graphite model and its failure mode in tension was observed .
(5,6]. As shown in Fig. 5, when the aluminum oxide in the planar model
was in a high impedance electrical state, failure occured by fracture

-1 through the oxide. However, the oxide could be voltage switched to
a low impedance electrical state where failure occured by fracture through

.. the graphite-oxide interface or through the graphite. An oxide previously
in the low impedance state would relax to its original high impedance
state over a period of time and failure occured again by fracture through
the oxide.

,-
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FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the electrical state vs. locus
. of failure in model Al/Al oxide/Graphite thin film composites.

,- ( A macroscopic model utilizing electrostatic forces has been proposed
* to account for this observed phenomena [7. When the mechanical inter-

" * ,action between a dielectric and an electric field is not a first order
- effect (e.g. piezoelectric, ferroelectric, etc.), there is a second
i order interaction which is proportional to the field squared. For this
* effect to be appreciable, the electric field must be on the order of
105 V/cm. It is not necessary to apply a voltage across the planar model
to produce this field. It may arise as a natural consequence of charge
transfer between the disordered oxide and the aluminum or the graphite.
The charge is believed to be localized within 5nm of the respective
interface. Due to the trapped charge, the compressive stresses across
the interface may be as large as 500 kPa. As the graphite-oxide interface
i is fairly non-reactive in comparison to the oxide-aluminum interface,
this stress may be the determining factor between failure at the interface
or failure in the inherently weak disordered oxide. Experiments are
currently underway to investigate the phenomena and test this model's

-"validity.

* " Aluminum carbide forms at aluminum-graphite interfaces in these
IMCs when heated above 500°% [8-10]. The formation of aluminum carbide
is detrimental to the composite's strength, as seen in Fig. 6, because

* .of stress concentrations both at surface pits formed in the consumption
of the graphite and at the sharp aluminum carbide crystals. The kinetics
of the reaction are believed to be accurately described by the analogous
process of oxidation of graphite in air [11]. Furthermore, the role

, of various species in enhancing or diminishing the reactivity as well
as wettability can be described by analogy to air oxidation.
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FIG. 6. Fracture strength of FIG. 7, Air oxidation model of

Al(6061)/Graphite heat graphite [from ref. 9)
-I treatment temperature (a) graphite stable

(rough vacuum environment) (b) graphite unstable, CO stable
(from ref. 10]

The pertinent step in the oxidation of graphite in air is the transi-
-- tion from oxygen chemisorbed onto active sites on the graphite surface

edge to carbon monoxide chemisorted on the surface edge of graphite
(12-14], as seen in Fig. 7. Notice that the transition is accomplished
by transferring an electron from the matrix to the carbon-oxygen pair
[13]. This results in a severe weakening of the bond between the surface
carbon atom and the matrix. The stability of either bonding structure
(a) or (b) and therefore the reactivity can be altered by modifying
the interaction of oxygen with other compounds. A metal oxide, for

. example will increase the electrophilic nature of the oxygen, thus
stabilizing bond configuration (b) and increasing the rate of oxidation.
At an aluminum-graphite interface, the oxygen is present in the form
of a free radical of aluminum oxide which might subsequently transform
into aluminum oxycarbide. In contrast, the stabilization of bond
configuration (a) should lead to a decrease in the reactivity. This
can be accomplished by treating the graphite with phosphorus and/or
boron [12). The degree of the influence of these substances on the
oxidation rate of graphite in air is shown in Table 1. An alternate

TABLE I. Oxidation rates of graphite in air at 700'C [From ref. 9).

Rate Rel. to
Additive Rate (hr- 1) Pure Graphite

None 0.072 1.0

Al 0.118 1.64

Al2C3 0.181 2.52

B 0.032 0.44

B203  0.033 0.46

P 0.017 0.24

P205  O.0l 0.23

0.1 mole per ent ddded to qraphit, povder.

A7*.,*., '.'** .- ,..* *.-. . . . . . . . ...
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me{thod of stabilizing configuration (a) is by increasing the electro-" ' p } hilic nature of the graphite by using an acceptor intercalation compound.

SIntercala ted graphite compounds are also known to have reduced oxidation
•rates. L115].

Applying these ideas to the practical application of Ti2B to graph-
ite, one may infer from this discussion that the success of TiB 2 as
wetting agent and a reaction inhibitor may be related to its ability
to mediate the strength of the carbon-oxygen bond to a level which

enhances wettability and diminishes reactivity. Furthermore, better
bonding and interface integrity may be achieved by placing boron and/or
phosphorus compounds at the interface either by a fiber coating or by
dissolution in the matrix and/or the fiber [11]. Intercalation compounds

- of graphite may achieve the same results.
-4

In Al/SiC discontinous fiber MMCs, the aluminum matrix and the
SiC fiber are much less reactive at the interface. The reaction zone
is atomistic in extent with only a scattered presence of gamma-A120371 after a 550°C heat treatment in a vacuum of 10 millitorr [16]. There
is evidence of some degradation at 600°C [17]. Auger analysis of in-situ
fractured material indicates a strong aluminum-SiC interface. The fresh

- failure path was primarily aluminum and substantial sputtering was
• required to detect the average composition of silicon or carbon. It
- Should be noted that this interface strength is a function cf the pro-
- cessing used. These observations are consistent with the point of view
- that the optimum MMC properties are achieved by closely controlling
and in general obtaining a reaction zone of optimum thickness at the
interface. This is system dependent.

I . *Residual Stress Measurements

The stress at the interface between the matrix and the fiber have
- been known to influence the mechanical properties of composites [10].
-A large residual stress is believed to originate from the difference
--of thermal expansion coefficients between fiber and the matrix. Plastic

flow is expected in the vicinity of the interface if the thermally induced
stresses are well above the yield strength of the matrix. Calculations
Indicate this may be the case in the Al/Graphite composite system. [18].

-- X-ray diffraction by the sin 2 ' method was used for the measurement
of residual stresses in the aluminum metal matrix of this MMC system
[19]. Large longitudinal residual stresses, approximately 200 MPa.
were obtained. These residual stresses were reduced approximately 30%

,by quenching the composite in liquid nitrogen and measuring the stresses
at room temperature. Additional plastic deformation in the aluminum
matrix, during cooling occurs and the elastic relaxation on returning
to room temperature may explain these results. It is important to note
that only volume average stresses can be measured by the x-ray diffraction

* 'method because the x-ray penetration depths, approximately 50 microns
for aluminum, are greater than the average distance between the fibers.
However, stresses at the interface are expected to be different from
the volume average stress. The thermal mismatch is at the interface,
but the fixed strain conditions at the composite boundary would tend
to volume average the residual stress patterns.

. 'I
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[from ref. 21]

Raman microprobe analysis, as shown scheiatically in Fig. 8, can
be used for the measurement of loc.l izi- residual stresses at interfaces
in Raman active materials. Raman spectroscopy is sensitive to the respec-
tive surfaces or interfaces and the laser beam can provide a one micron
resolution. Shifts in the frequency of the reflected beam are propor-
tional to the surface strain. This has been formulated theoretically
[20] and demonstrated experimentally, as seen in Fig. 9. In this way,
localized residual stresses can be measured.

For the further development of the Raman microprobe technique.

the aluminum/quartz system has been used [21]. A linear relation between
the Raman shift and strains was obtained on a quartz plate using strain
guages and a four-point bending jig. This calibration was shown in
Fig. 9. After thermal evaporation of aluminum onto the quartz plate,
residual tensiie stresses, in the range of 25OMPa - 3SOMPa. were deter-

* mined to exist at the aluminum-quartz interface. The technique of usinq
the Raman microprobe to investigate residual stresses at interfaces

a' in systems containing Roman active components is undergoing further
development at the University of Texas.

7CONCLUSION

Metal matrix composites are Lharacterized by anisotropy, hetero-
geneity, and interfaces. The matrix-f iber interface thickness and com-
position affect the overall mechanical strength of the MM.. Uncontrolled
interfacial reactions initiate stress concentrations, enhance parallel
and perpendicular diffusion between the matrix ,nd the enviionment,
and generally degrade a MMC's mechanical properties. The heat treatment
environment, the neat treatment teihnique, and the testinq environment
also affect the observed met sanical properties. Thp interface is also
responsible for complex residual stress states whi1h L ire not easily

*characterized.
1%
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Several models and techniques for measuring and modifying the char-
acteristics of the interface have been mentioned. The thin film laminate
model of the interface has allowed a systematic study of the interface's
diverse character. This would be difficult with "as-fabricated" compo-
sites due to the interfacial character. It is not possible to discuss
each topic presented in adequate detail due to space limitations. It

4 is hoped that interested readers may find sufficient detail in the refer-
ences. In any event, composite interfaces will provide a fruitful area
of research, both basic and applied, for years to come.
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ABSTRACT
Thi", paper describes some of the aluminum metal matrix composite research being

amed out at the Center for Materials Science and Engineering at The University of Texas
at Austin. Three specific subtopics are emphasized. The first subtopic describes how the
clectncal character of the metaligraphite interface impacts the nature of the fracture mode.
The results are modeled in terms of the electrostatic forces associated with a
metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) interface. The second part of the paper deals with the
-esidual stresses present in the aluminum/graphite MMC and d'-scribes some x-ray
:neasurements of the residual stresses as a function of the thermal history of the MMC.
Ehe final subject discussed is the new high energy, high rate processing method used to
',)nsohdate aluminurn'SiC composites. The approach has been shown to have promise in

, maintaining desirable microstructures present in the aluminum powders through the
- 4 consolidaton process.

INTRODUCTION

The interface between the reinforcement phase and the metal matrix plays a key role in

" c r !:anical behavior of a metal matrix composite. The fracture strength, tensile

,trengtn. taugue and crac:k growth behavior in both inert and aggressive en% ironments are

i infl.enced by the nature of the metal matrix composite interfaces This is true. whether
• c rc::,trcing phase is present as a continuous or as a discontinuous second phase.

"C cJ1use )[ Is present in large volume fractions.

.\spets of the interface that play a major role in the properies include the folloing

Th-e hia.l chemistry of the interface can have a major impact on strength of the bonding at

: tc te-ace. The crystal stracture or noncrystalline nature of nanometer thin, almost

dimensional phases at the interface can have a significant influence on the mechanical
,f the interface As suggested below, the elect-ical properties of the interface can

A,,, he -,.lected in the strength of the interface. Morphological features of the interface caT

Pia% i ,,_nificant role in the composite mechanical behavior. especial,, if chermcal

1x
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!nteraction takes place between the matrix and the reinforcing phase Finally, interfacial

materal indirectly affects local chemistry and electrical characteristic, through its effect on

:ransp,,rt phenomena.

\V, ,ther .ery important aspect of the interface is the fact that it icpresents the re,il (d
iisconunuity of properties. This very obvious statement is extremely important in the

cterrrination of the resulting composite properties. It is the interface that must transfer thc

ad between the usually lower modulus matrix into the higher elastic modulus reinforcing

:phase This load transfer also raises the strength of the composite. In addition, the

intertace is the region where dislocations present in the ductile matrix sense the reinforcing

phases \,hich are usually not responsive to plastic deformation. This leads to both

ziengthening and limited ductility. From a fracture viewpoint, this condition limits the

ica! deformation in the vicinity of a flaw and greatly reduces the fracture toughness of the

,',mp,sites. Differences in the coefficients of thermal expansion across the interface also

ha.e n impact on the mechanical response of the composite. Since most composites are

:-,c,,sed at some elevated temperature, the subsequent cooling leads to a significant

.;dual stress pattern in the composite arising from the .%x.T existing at the interface. In

p :rmn, metal mamx composites, this can lead to residual stresses at t'e interface at or ax) c

'!ie ftbwk stress of the matrix. In addition to the above, the interface region is very often a

n -ulipie layered structure such that the discontnuinIes in propernes ma,, be much more

"mplex then those defined by just considering the two primary' co-'ponents of the

In 'his paper, research on three major topics associated with aluminum metal matrix

,,mp osites v ill be described. The first will discuss the impact the ,)nducivity of the

•. .nterta, e phases in aluminum graphite composites has on the fracture beha% ior of the

',:crace The second will describe measurements of residual stres,.s in

.min,r:m gr.phite metal matnx composites. The final topic will address a new procesin

ipprka, h to making dis,.(ntinuous Al,'SiC composites from pamcui.res using high ener'

*;t.h rate proxessing.

Interface Failure in AL Graphite IM("

it is sell-known that the interface in Al Graphite MNICs usuall\ has as,,,.ated i th1!

'1! ,xi, ,e laver [11. Th-is oxide laver can either be non-crstaliine or crsstalhne. The

.t.ir e form is usuall,, observed to be a deformed spinel crystal ,iructure associated

.A Tth !he transition alurminas or oxv-carbides. It has been shown thai the ,-,nductivit, ill

,nt-rlace region can he switched from a lo, conductive state to a high ckunducu\ae statc

i an applied voltage across the interlace 12]. With this shift in conduicti\ tr there s a

9
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hange in the fracture path from within the oxide layer to a fracture path at the interface or
I ' ,111h11 1he graphite 131. The l :cus of failure in these thin film modeb, is, determined by

\uger spectroscopy.

-ig. I is a schematic of the interface model used in this type of study The sample

,nsi ts of a basal plane oriented single crystal Ticonderoga graphite with 20 to 50nm of

-cactivelv evaporated oxide followed by an evaporated layer of aluminum. The

onducuvity is probed as shown. As the applied voltage across the ,ample is increased.

'he conductivity will switch v hen the electric field is sufficiently hihi. The character of the

ufiterace is modeled as a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) under applied voltage. The two

!Imensional, semi-metal nature of graphite modifies this somewhat providing lateral

u._nductuon probing of the interface. Fig. 2 shows a Metal-Insulator-

" 'iccnductor (MIS) analogue of the interface model.

The electrical-mechanical switching characteristic of the interface is being modeled

V ,in'ng e!ectrostatically induced adhesive forces. These result from a space charge

.:cumilation at the graphite-oxide interface [4]. With space charge densities of 1019'cm 3

r ntcr:ace state densiues of 1013cm 2, the interface can be under significant compressive

, cSS .. rod the probability of crack propagauon along the oxide-graphite interface is

c.1CC- The highly defective nature of the oxide layer generates large internal field

_r~d~cs acting on the hydrated oxide resulting in large crack promoting electrostatic

%C• e The competing ;ierfacial and internal forces combine with the externally applied

,e 'A) induce failure within the oxide in the low conductive state. The influence of the

S..ppThed field is then to continually modify the field gradients within the model structure.

I ie applied field reduces both the decohesive force within the oxide and the adhesive fore,

,n the . icinitv of the oxide-graphite interface.

If the above model does explain the failure behavior of the interface in the Al/Graphite

*rp .ites, it can be used to design a "prope" interface. This would invoive the choice

in intertace layer between the metal and the graphite that has the proper homogeneity and

;,prorpriate thickness to optimize the adhesion, cohesion behavior.

.4
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-""" Definition of the dngles and Fi. Model of residual stress "
icnljt on of the Laboratory s,,'tem distrbution in \Metl Matrix.,
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RFSIDUAL STRESSES IN ALUMINUM GRAPHITE METAl. \IA'RLX
COMPOSITES

'The continuous graphite fiber aluminum MMC has one of the largest mismatches ot

-).fhicients of thermal expansion of any MMC. As the modulus of the graphite fibers
increases to greater than 700 GPa(l00 x 106 psi) the basal plane orientation is almost

.ompletely parallel to the axis of the fibers. This results in a well defined negative

.coefficient of expansion along the fiber axis. With the coefficient of expansion of the

aluminum being approximately 20 X 106/,oC, cooling of the composite from the elevated
pro~cessing temperatures results in a very large residual stress being produced within the

\IMC. The stress can be larger than the flow stress of the matrix 151. Subsequent
.4 ,,,xcn!-g of the temperature from ambient to liquid nitrogen temperature and reheating back

.0 ambient greatly reduces the tensile stress in the matrix. In the work cited 151 x-ray

'iftraction techniques were used to measure the average stress in the matrix. The stress

'ateis , ery complex since each fiber with its surrounding matrix behaves almost as a

" .eparate stress system. The x-ray measurements in the 10 irn diameter graphite
• -.- iber aluminum matrix composites effectively average the stress states of several fiber
* '.iumes.

Residual stresses can be calculated from the variabon of an interplanar spacing, d, i.

:iit of the specimen relauve to the x-ray beam. Two typical tpes of ,Izniometer ('4P or

i , cter depending on the relative tilting direction) can be used. [he residual ,tre.,,

CCl is calculated from the slope of d (interplanar spacing) vs. sin- '' khere y is the tiltim
,n,.ic defined in Fig. 3 assuming that a biaxial stress state exists in i~e near surface %olumc
It material probed by the x-ray. This method does not need standardization or calibration

.- ti ,l Ohe ,vsmem. Residual stresses are determined using the following relation 16,71

M 1

I V

F . . m. and d are stress, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, slope otf d . , vs. sin-4',

.;110 nt :rplanar spacing. 0 and T are the angles referred to Fig. 3. Nonlinear d vs sin 2 t'!

i, tributions which cannot be explained by classical biaxial stress theory have often heen
,,r,.cd in stressed materials. This may be due to the fact that x-ra,, s penetrate many

.mn:romteters into the material and sample the stress state in the interior which may be

.]mplic and multiaxial even though the surface is biaxial. In this case. d is no longer

2'.



near s. sin 2 f. By introducing the concepts of an average strain and deviation, six stre,,

:wvsor values can be determined 171.

Tlh aluminum MMC that was evaluated for residual stress was comprised of P 100

i.ch derivative graphite fiber and 6061 Al alloy. The two thermal tre'atments reported on

.re are on samples given thermal treatments performed in a vacuum of 1 - 2 X 10' Torr

reament A involved heating to 500°C for 30 rin. and water quenching. Treament B wa,

iitncnt A plus a 200-C heat treatment for 30 rin. followed by water quenching.

T--i residual stresses found for these conditions are shown in Table 1. As shown in

'. 4. 'he stress is tensile in the maa-ix, the only part of the compoite in which the

-sidual stress measurements were made. For force equilibnum, the stresses in the fibers

:',ust then be compressive in nature. Extensive measurements are s,11 required to

:,"ermnine the applicability of the three dimensional stress model to Le hea, ily constrained

:*,n).x :n the N,IC as well as to explain why the measured stresses are well below the
*,ectcd values.

W,

UTable 1
XRD measured residual stresses in P100 graphite,,6061 aluminum %INIC for thermal

treatments A and B

,.r~ple a"1T1 022 033 012 013 ' \ ta

\ 70 ± 14 48 ± 10 37 ± 8 -2__12 0 2 6 2

13 37 ± 19 14±19 17 ± 14 21±4 4:1 8±5

-, (Y are stresses parallel to the fibers in the plate, normal to fiber- in the plate i'.

rina! to the plate, respectively.

1'.
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I I igh-Energy, High Rate Processing of Aluminum SiC Particulate
\letal- Matrix Composites

For many of the rapid solidification rate (RSR) powdered aluminum alloys that are

.a dates for the matrix in aluminum metal-matrix composites (MICs), prolonged high

.e. :emperature exposure during consolidation prevents the optimization of the matrix

properties. This basic powder processing drawback has led to an attempt to reduce the time

* ..- at temperature during consolidation by employing high energy high rate (HEHR)

nrocessing of aluminum-based MMCs [9].

This study presents a novel HEHR process using a homopolar generator (HPG) as the

o rwer source to consolidate Al-SiC system composites. The process employs a fast-rising

:n h-current pulse to heat and consolidate powders. The HPG converts stored rotational

.klnetic energy into electrical energy using the Faraday effect 1101. During consolidation

:he HPG current is passed through the mixed powders. The bonding achieved by this

cchnicue results from the pulse resistive heating which is produced at interparticle

niterfaces. Because the hot thermal cycle is of the order of one second and the fact that the

-. nerg2 is concentrated at interfaces, bonding of the compact can occur without the powder

nieriors seeing significant time at temperature. This provides the possibility cf maintaining

3 the desired microstructural features associated with the original RSP processed powders.

The powders are contained in an electrically insulated die under pressure and are rapidly

Jcnsified during the HPG pulse discharge. A schematic of the consolidation die

-" arranement is shown in Fig. 5. For a typical pulse, sketched schematically in Fig. 6. the

. ?oak energy input occurs 200 milliseconds after the pulse is initiated, at which time the

"ics,,ure is increased. Energy inputs of 400 kl/Kg to 2500 kJ/Kg at applied pressures ot

I) NPa to 300 MPa have resulted in consolidated forms with densities of approximatel\

"")- t(. 99% of .heoretical. For low energy compaction (_=800k.J/Kg) the consolidated

tuntenl has a low density (=88% of theoretical) and is still green, see Figure 7a. At highe:

* . sonpaction energies (up to 2500 UJ/Kg) densities greater than 95% of the theoretical value

have been achieved, see Figure 7b. At the highest energy input some interparticle melting

an contribute to densification. Figure 8a and 8b show the microstructure of the RSR

-\.COA CW67 powder alloy before and after HEHR consolidation where most of the

:ncrostructure has low energy compaction (-800kJ/Kg) the consolidated material has a lok

densit, (-88% of theoretical) and is still green, see Figure 7a. At higher compaction

energies (up to 2500 k, Kg) densities greater than 95% of the theoretical value have been

:hieed. see Figure 7b. At the highest energy input some interparticle melting can

tntnhuae to densificauon. Fisure 8a and 8b show the microstructure of the RSR ALCO.\

(: \V67 powder alloy betore and after HEHR consolidation where most of the
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mnicro,,:ructure has been retained. The materil ,ystems that have bceen pro~essed to daitt

14.10dC the X7091, CWV67 and Al-Fe-Ce P!.%f aluminum alloys corn :'incd %kith diffecill

i'c\, . nd -,rades of parliculate form of SIC wAith both the ota d i crtL ructure,, Ti L

cscaiLh effort his only recently been initiated, but the promi\se of the IIEIIR consvIdaiiw

aprahhas; been demonstrated. To improve the mechanical properties of the composite,,

kIbscient HRHE forging and extrusion processes using the HPG ire also being
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A P P E N D I X C

INTERFACE FAILURE IN PLANAR ALUMINUM-GRAPHITE COMPOSITES

L. D. Brown, C. L. Grove, and H. L. Marcus

- Department of Mechanical Engineering/ Center for
Materials Science and Engineering

The University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

Abstract

* The interfacial adhesion and cohesion of planar aluminum-graphite
metal matrix composites (MMC) in transverse loading are investigated with
respect to the electrical characteristics of a planar device model of
the aluminum/aluminum oxide/graphite system. The planar model is composed
of a reactively evaporated oxide on single crystal graphite with an evapo-

, .. rated aluminum overlayer. This paper focuses on the role that electrostaticS i forces play in elucidating a correlation between the electrical properties
and the mechanical properties of the (MMC) model.
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L Introduction

Tsai (1) and Mendez, et al. (2), during the study of fiber-matrix
* ' interfacial characteristics in aluminum-graphite metal matrix composites

(MMC), observed a correlation between the electrical state of a planar
, model graphite/aluminum oxide/graphie interface and its failure mode in

tension. As shown in Fig. 1, when the aluminum oxide in the planar model

- High Conductivity

Low Conductivity

Electrical Conductivitg States of
model Sgstem

RI - Metal

I R-
Al'-Oide-

Grapnite (0oi ) Graphite (0001)

rgpial Fracture Path -Typical Fracture Path
In Low Canductivig State In High Conductivity State

* Figure 1 - The electrical conductivity states and fracture
states of an MMC planar model.

was in a low conductive electrical state, failure occured by fracture
through the oxide. However, the oxide could be voltage switched to a
high conductive electrical state where failure occured by fracture through
the graphite-oxide interface or possibly through the graphite. An oxide
previously in the high conductive state would relax to its original low
conductive state over a period of time and failure occured again by fracture

. through the oxide. Analogous changes in fracture path were also observed
by varying the conductivity with oxide thickness. In this paper, we will
suggest electrostatic adhesion as a possible explanation for the observed
correlation between electronic state and fracture path.

Electrical Characteristics

* +Let us first consider the switching characteristics of the aluminum
oxide as has been observed by others (3,4,5). The electrical switching

P is always observed in generally non-crystalline thin films which have
been prepared under conditions of non-stoichiometry. As such their electri-
cal characteristics are modified by defect states in the band gap of the
insulator (6). These defect states represent low mobility states (i.e.
traps) which isolate charge carriers (i.e. electrons and holes) from the
high mobility conduction bands (i.e. conduction band for electrons and

: valence band for holes). A 2eV conduction band tail in non-crystalline
A12 )3 supports this model (7). Experimental evidence has shown that for

amorphous chalcogenide thin films (i.e. S, Se, Te containing inorganic
compounds) the defect state density at the Fermi level is in the range• : of 1016/cm3 - 1019cm3 (6). This large defect density may not be strictly

limited to an amorphous phase, as the gamma-A1203 observed by Mendez (2)
has a spinel structure with heavily disordered tetrahedral sites (8).
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With this model of possible gap states in the oxide, current injection
becomes a distinct possibility for the observed I-V characteristics ol
the MMC planar model (9). The I-V characteristics of current injection,
as shown in Fig. 2, are bounded by three limits: Ohmic conduction, Child's
law, and the trap-filled-limit (TFL). The trap-filled-limit is the one

Figure 2 -The current-voltage response boun daries for current
Sinjection into solids. (After ref. 9)

of interest since this would represent the onset of the high conductive
- state and estimates the trap density not filled at zero voltage. Using
. the threshold voltage of 0.8 volts as observed by Tsai (1) the unfilled

trap density is estimated to be in the range of 01/m .  It i s then
possible that a large space charge density exists at the oxide-graphite
interface prior to the electrical testing. These large trap densities

are not unreasonable in view of the structural and chemical disorder found
. in the observed phases of aluminum oxide (8).

*

Adhesion

The idea of electrical phenomena in adhesion was initailly studied
by Skinner, et a. (10). The adhesive forces estimated by Skinner result
.ifrom electrostatic considerations of a space charge accumulation at a

metal-insulatorinnterface due to charge transfer from the metal to the
insulator. These charge transfer concepts wre first proposed by Mo t
and Gurney (11) and earlier, Fowler (12) coupled the concept of thermionic

. space charges to electrostatic forces in a parallel plate capacitor.
Skinner's theoretical estimates showed that the agesive electrostatic
forces are only of significance whe t space charge density is quite
large, on the order of i019/cm3  Due to his work with adhesives as his

insulator, where other factors contribute significatly (e.g. London disper-
sion forces, chemical bonding, elasticity, etc.), the electrostatic adhe-
sion force was never considered more than a "negligible" contribution

. n(13). However, as was just discussed this may not bese ecase in the
oxide-graphite system.

. l
' # insulator ',". - -.- ,," " , where other-". factors"contribute sigifiatl (e g.-London-diser-"*"-- -,-'-..," --



Using values of space charge density between 1018 and i020, Fowler's
approximations as to their extent into the oxide, Poisson's equation,

;. and Maxwell's stress equations (14), a compressive stress of 4kPa to 400kPa
is estimated to exist at the oxide-graphite interface in the low conductive
state. In the high conductive state, there should be a significant cancel-

, lation of the bounding plate surface charges which should neutralize the
electrostatic adhesion between the oxide and graphite. Mechanical measure-
ments of the strength of aluminum/aluminum oxide/graphite planar model
MMC's in the high conductive electrical state indicate a failure stress
in the range of 20kPa (15) with the location of failure at the oxide-graph-

. ite interface. So within the confines of the difficulties of interpreting
mechanical strength measurements of thin films, this failure stress is

s s n qualitative agreement with the lower limit of the estimated electrostatic

stresses.

Cohesion

Although the previous discussion gives an estimate of the strength
of the aluminum oxide-graphite interface due to electrostatic forces,
they are not sufficiently large to explain why failure should occur in
the oxide when the MMC model is in the low conductive state. The presump-
tion that the interface is stronger than the oxide, based upon bulk oxide
strengths, may be misleading. It is possible that the oxide is inherently
weak due to the macroscopic electric field gradient resulting from the
space charge distribution in the oxide volume.

Considerations of dipoles in an inhomogeneous electric field, such
as in the space charge region, invokes an electrostrictive contribution
t o the body force in a dielectric (14). It is proportional to the gradient
of the electric field squared. The dipoles are always pulled into regions
of increasing field magnitude. For hydrated oxides, as in the case in

* aluminum oxides, this contribution may be significant in modifying the
. oxides apparent strength. For the charge densities discussed above, an

electrical field of the order of 105 volts/cm is produced in a linear
approximation. The gradient of this field squared produces a force of

. 60kPa. However, because this assumes a uniform field across the space
charge, it should be considered a minimum. Non-linear fields and space
charge distributions that are not well behaved would produce much greater
forces locally within the charged region.

This electrostrictive force could affect the oxide in two ways.
First the oxide may be weakened locally in regions of increasing field I
gradient. Dipoles, such as bound hydroxides and localized charges would 3E
be stressed during and after fabrication. This effect could be amplified
in the vicinity of pre-existing crack tips. These conditions then provide
regions of locally "flawed" oxide or local stress concentrations possibly
capable of causing failure below the stresses previously estimated. Sec-
ondly since the field generally increases as the oxide-graphite interface
is approached, the electrostrictive force also contributes to the compres-
sive stress field at the interface. The result of these considerations
is to increase the failure stress of the interface while decreasing the
tailure stress of the oxide.

Summa riv

mightIn this note, we have discussed macroscopic origins and effects which

might possibly produce the electrical switching-fracture path phenomena

"""I* " " . .- ' ' - - . - .. , - , , " - . . .



! observed by Tsai (1) and Mendez, et a]. (2). The mechanisms of the change
in fracture path are based on the electrostatic contributions of the space
charge within the oxide acquired through charge transfer with the elec-

AN trodes. This electrostatic force may be greater than 400kPa and compressive
at the graphite-oxide interface. The magnitude of the forces are believed
to be a direct result of the large chemical and structrual disorder of
the insulating oxide. The adhesive interfacial forces were not presumed

inu1tn w alr custruht erie, inrtesulowto be greater than an unflawed oxide's strength, but rather weakening
mechanisms were postulated which indicated that the oxide could be "flawed"
before mechanical testing. Failure occurs through the oxide, in the low

conductive state, primarily due to this weakening effect and the "strong"
compressive forces at the interface. In the high conductive state, the
graphite and aluminum are electrically shorted by the oxide's conduction
band and their respective space charges or surface charges cancel out.
Since the balancing compressive stresses in the electrodes have disappeared,
the electrostatic adhesive force disappears and failure occurs at the
graphite-oxide interface or within the graphite. It is consistent that

the electrostatic contributions to adhesion should be exhibited at the
graphite-oxide interface rather than the oxide-aluminum interface since
the graphite basal plane is less reactive than the aluminum metal surface.

A detailed and mathematically complete description of the above pheno-
mena is not tractable at this time due to the complexity of the interdepen-
dent contributing concepts and unknown mateial properties, mainly associated
with the interfacial oxide. The approximations given in this note can
unquestionably be refined with appropriate experimental evidence. However,

the given estimates of strengths to be expected indicate that this concept
is worthy of further investigation. Experiments aimed at evaluating these

conceots are now in progress. Acknowledgement: This research was supported
m by the DARPA under the ONR contract N00014-84-K-0687 at the University

of Texas at Austin.
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Appendix D

Electrical-Mechanical Oxide Switching in Thin Film Aluminum-Al Oxide-Graphite
Composites

*0

L.D. Brown and H.L. Marcus

INTRODUCTION

To study the electrical-mechanical switching characteristics of the aluminum-oxide-graphite
*J?

composite model, several experimental systems were designed and constructed. These systems

and their basis will be briefly discussed. The electrostatic adhesion-cohesion model and its basis

will then be summarized. Next the recent observations on the electrical and mechanical properties

"* of the composite system are presented. Finally these are discussed with respect to an

understanding of the oxide-graphite interface.

Thin film aluminum oxides are generally prepared by reactive depositions in various form,,

anodization, thermal evaporation, DC sputtering, RF sputtering, plasma anodization, and electron

.-" beam evaporation are the major methods. Each has its own variations. The predominant methxd I

pstill anodization of thin aluminum films, but this is not directly applicable to this study. The

electrical switching phenomena has only been reported for thin aluminum oxide films prepared by

reactive thermal evaporation.[ 1,21 The film preparation was not carefully controlled. It is reported

as aluminum evaporated in increasingly poor vacuums of a diffusion pumped bell jar system.

A reactively evaporated oxide morphology is strongly dependent on the partial pressure ot

.. any reacting species in the vacuum system. The metallic character exists at low 02 partial

pres,,ures. The morphology transforms to that an oxide cermet at increasing partial pressures innI

a continous non-crystalline oxide forms at 02 partial pressures in the range of 10-4 torr. The

Al-Al oxide cermet morphology has only weak experimental evidence, but is consistent with othe

thin tilm
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oIxide morphologles(Sn.('u 13j (Nnclusis e studic, (.it oxide films. exhibiting electrical propeies:,

(ither than high rcsistii ilus reasi nihic dIelectric 011n0111t1s 'Ind lo\A hiss tangent are scarce.

I'i he o erall I a~t 'rs, g( ) ciii ilmI i qua) i ha\ e been rrarrovxed to Ii e interdependent

NIS C1 I R eacting sp-ecies partial pressure. 2) 1)eposiion rate, 31 Substrate-to-source distance. 4)

Substtei temperature. anid S) 14 nizng po-tential The last factor is rele\s ant only to preparation

c. h1,jw 111l11/111L elecicI I- -icni~lsie iRF and DC biased sputtering. activated reactive

L't j .tt ad kas, rit iiscd in thiis ,Iud\ so Listo) he consistent sv ith earlier work.j 21 The

prLjljlj \A ~ tulsd pro:vusi The depoition rate is determined by the reactint,

"IV W pArtial pressure arid ! ,r a()bntant film mor-)hologv. can be higher the greater the partial

*presvirc -i pressures, in the I i t rr range. the deposition should not exceed two angstroms

pc' ,L-, ind too obhtain a hi~ornceus, flo!-cr5stallint: film. Increasing the depos,.ition rate is

* cncrallo, eqnivalent to) decreasing the reacting species partial pressure. D~ue to source

oharat teristics in thermal e\ apo~ration.the derxsition rate can be ditfficult to accurately control o% mei

Cyxtended periods of time. The substrate -to-source distance should be at least 20 cm. This Is for

Iil unifOrmity as well as to minimize substrate heating by the source thermal radiation. The

so)ur(c anid substrate should be as directly over each other as possible, Angular deposition will

* produice morphological anisotropic films. For homogenous films, thle substrate temperature shonild

be elevated above room temperature. The higher the temperature thle more homogzeneous thle film.

* Tbis precludes increased reaction with the substrate anid phase changes in the film. The effect MUst

be viewAed within the context of a sense of the r-eaction rate, as conv eyed by the fIrst three f'actoi s.

arid the reacting species-substrate interaction) i.e adsorptioncecmisorptim in. anid wetting

A characteristics). This should be kept in mind wshen determining~ the substrate temperature.

Elevated temperatures for reactive evaporation oif Al-o)xide have niot been reported. H-owevcer

l-x)st-anrneals have been reported ats required to achieve stable electrical properties.141 Post-annls1,

were niot used in this study so as to remain consistent wk ih the earlier ob-scrvations.1 21
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It is important to state that thin film characteristics, electrical and mechanical, are directly

attributable to the method of preparation which is critical in determining the film's structural nature.

The initial state of the oxide can be stated in general terms as being non-crystalline. However

differences in initial state become apparent when films prepared by different methods, or even b,

the same method but different conditions, are subsequently processed.[4,51 Analgous systems

would be that of metallic glasses or rapidly solidified powders. This may be attributed to slight

- - atomic configuration variations in the non-crystalline film which favor certian reaction paths to

i-' equilibrium over others. The effect can be more pronounced in thin films where surface energy is .-

major consideration and in oxide systems where ionic-covalent bonding occurs. In addition the
A-

choice of substrate must be considered as perturbation to the transformation path as nucleation is

generally initiated at the film-substrate interface. Most thin oxide films for electrical studies are

- deposited on Al, Si, or Au. Mechanical studies(i.e. residual stress) use insulators(i.e. glass

* plates). To this author's knowledge, graphite has not been used although it has been widely used

in fundamental studies of tunneling microscopy, adsorption and wetting, and electrochemistry to

name a few.

IXPERIMENTAL

In this study the deposition rate was held below one angstrom per second as averaged o% er

the time of the reactive deposition. The substrate-to-source distance was set at 25 cm. The reacting

gas was injected approximately 3 cm below the substrate in an annular fashion. The gases

consisted of ultra-pure carrier grade 0-) and Ar with hydration accomplished via a reacting gas

pressurized bubbler filled with doubley de-ionized water. Pattern definition on the substrate v &

' achieved by using a rotating mask holder positioned approximately 0.3 cm below the substrate. In

this way multiple patterns could be defined on the substrate without breaking vacuum. Film .

thickness was monitored by a quartz crystal oscillator. The substrate temperature, for the resuI:t"

reported here, was allowed to float during deposition. The temperature rise during reactive

evaporation was a maximum of 200 C above ambient. 23 C. Temperature rise was monitored •
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g using a type K thermocouple attached to a copper foil pad situated between the two substrates.

I loley carbon TEM grids were fixed onto this pad for subsequent film cxamination and AI-O-C

reactions as discussed in other areas of this report. All films in this report were non-crystalline .

With the previous factors held constant from deposition to deposition, the reacting gas

* mixture was used as a variable. As stated earlier the switching phenomena has only been reported

when aluminum was evaporated in increasingly poor vacuums. Gas injection was used to

"" simulate, in a controlled manner, increasingly poor vacuums. Varying proportions of 0:Ar:H{O-

" could be injected into the chamber. Maintaining an overall chamber vacuum of 10-4 torr during

reactive evaporation kept any residual partial pressures at least constant from evaporation to

* .evaporation. After a controlled film thickness was reactively evaporated an overlayer pattern of

100 nm of aluminum from a separate source was evaporated at rates in excess of 30 nm/min. in a

- vacuum of I0-6 torr. The base vacuum was no worse than 1x10 - 6 torr. The results reported hcre

* are for oxides prepared in 10-4 torr 02 or H2 0 saturated Ar at 10-4 torr.

The electrical characterization of dielectrics requires measurement of high voltages, low

currents with source resistances in excess of 109 ohms. Low resistances were also encountered.

These require relatively high currents and low voltages. In addition, thin film oxides can exhibitp
characterisitics of both semiconductors and insulators. As indicated in earlier reports and shortly to

be reviewed, the switching phenomena is considered to be initiated by high interfacial fields. This

sutzests that interfacial barrier determinations might show a correlation to the mechanical failure

K behavior. In this study the oxide-graphite system's electrical nature was characterized by I-V and

AC' methods. Through the use of a Keithley 220 current source, a Keithley 230 voltage source, a

Keithley 617 electrometer, a I lewlett-Packard 4192A impedance analyzer, an IBM XT

computer,and a constructed test fixture, a wide range of electrical characteristics could be

measured. The system is capable of measuring DC characteristics of picoamp to milliamp currents

finder micro-volt to 100 volt excitation and micro-volt to 200 volt potentials Linder picoamp to 1(X)

inilliamp excitation. AC characteristics can be mcasurcd from 5 tlz to 13 Mhz at 0.005 to 1.000
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volt excitation with biasing from -35 to +35 volts. All electrical measurements are computer

controlled for consistancy and ease of analysis. Temperatures can be varied from -100°C to

SI 0I"C in atmospheres from I torr vacuum to positive pressure gas. The purpose of the test

fixture was to maintain the specimen in a dry, controlled, electromagnetically shielded, and light

tight environment. All measurements reported here were made in chromatographic Ar or in vacuum

at relative humidities less than 10%.

DC measurements were analyzed for Schottky emission, Fowler-Nordheim tunneling,

Frenkel-Poole conduction, space-charge-limited conduction, dV/dI, dI/dV, and polarization

response when displacement currents were a predominant response. AC measurements were

analyzed using experimental impedance diagrams(e.g. Cole-Cole plots, Argand diagrams,

capacitance-bias,etc.) in conjunction with model impedance diagrams using the PSPICE circuit

modeling program.

Mechanical measurements consisted of failure stress determination by the direct-pull-off

method. It is essentially the electrical test chamber with a load pin and chain assembly dropped

through a center hole in the chamber lid aligned by a guide rod assembly. Sliding friction betecan

the guide rod and the pull rod was kept below 0.001 N by using a boron nitride coated aluminum

against brass combination. Pull rates were kept at 0.05mm/min.. Loads encountered were less than

two newtons with load areas of 6 mm2 . Fracture areas were always less than this. Electrical

testing was carried out prior to mechanical testing by using a room temperature CERAC Ag epoxy

as a bonding agent between the specimen and the load pin. The load pin was electrically isolated

form the chamber with a measured isolation resistance of > 1012 ohms. Optical and scanning

electron microscopy were used to examine the fracture surfaces after mechanical testing.

E-ICTROSTATIC ADHESION

As described in earlier reports, of all the accepted adhesion mechanisms, electrostatic

adhesion is the most consistent with the observed electrical-mechanical switching phenomena.161

Previous critisism of electrostatic adhesion seems more associated with the polymer systems c here
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elasticity would dominate the failure process and measurement. 171 Where chemical bonding is

present, electrostatic adhesion is not directly applicable but may be a precursor to wetting. In thi,

sen,,c it is more akin to dispersion forces of which van der Waals bonding is a subset. Van dci

Waals bonding is believed to be the predominant cohesion force between graphite basal plancs.I 8 1

To this authors knowledge, it has not been applied to brittle oxide films and seems especially

noteworthy on inert substrates such as the graphite basal plane. It simultaneously satifies the

localized nature of the electronic switching and the global nature of the mechanical switching.

Of fundamental importance to the Maxwell stress formulation of electrostatic adhesion are

intrinsic electric fields in the vicinity of the interfaces of the film. The developed stress is

proportional to the local field squared. The electrical fields are a result of the dipolar nature of

charge separation. This charge separation would occur during film formation. The existence of

low mobility quasi-stable defect states is a basic characteristic in switching thin -iims and believed

to be the fundamental basis for the development of high interfacial fields which produce

,witching.[91 If these defect states were charged, then an image space charge would develop in the

graphite surface layers resulting in an interfacial electric field. For any appreciable electrostatic

stress to develop, there would have to be on the order of 101 7 /eV/cm 3 defect states within the

oxide film near the graphite. This seems plausible as evaporated non-crystalline films,

" chalcoengides, have this order of measurable states within their band gap at the midgap level.1 101

The oxide films might be considered to be a case worse than this as chalcoengides are covalently

bound, all the bonds are satisfied, and they are difficult to dope. Reasonable electrostatic adhesion

stresses have been estimated to be in the range 20kPa to 500kPa.171

This may or may not be sufficient to maintain a larger interfacial strength over that of the

oxide film's cohesive strength. Thin film oxide strength measurements have never been

published. Failure within the oxide when the oxide is in an insulating state however has beenIe
observed.121 It is plausible in view of the fact that the crystal structure of transition aluminum
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oxide phases are essentially layered structures bound by hydrogen bonds.I 11 ] The lower the

transition phase order the more hydrogen contributes to stabilizing the crystal structure. In thi,

manner the electrostatic adhesion at the interface may be favored over the structural cohesion ot the

thin film. Within these considerations, electrostatic adhesion seems justified as a plausible

Sexplanation for the electrical-mechanical switching phenomena in the aluminum oxide-graphite

system.

RESULTS

Electrical characterization of the oxide films reactively deposited on aluminum coated aluminla

where fairly consistent. A typical result was a measured capacitance at very low frequency, 10-

liz, and low frequency, 100 Hz, which exceeded that at high frequency, 100 kHz, by a factor of- 5

or 6. This is an indication of interfacial polarization resulting from space charge development at the

"-" interfaces. 121 The conduction mechanism was Schottky emission. A typical dielectric constant

calculated from the Schottky plot was approximately 3.5. This is within the optical constant of 2.5

and the static constant of 5 to 6 and is consistent with carrier transition over a Schottky barrier. 13

Figure 1 is an experimental Shottky plot of a 50 nm oxide film on aluminum made in an 0 2 "

atmosphere and electrically tested under DC voltage step conditions.

Electrical characterization of oxide films on pyrolitic graphite were inconsistent from

specimen to specimen. Figure 2, figure 3, and figure 4 are experimental I-V plots of two oxide

Sfilms on HOPG. In general all that could be definitively said about the specimens is whether they

" exhibited a high resistance state, > 109 ohms, or a low resistance state, < 102 ohms.

Attempts to correlate failure stress with electrical characteristics were inconclusive. Table I

lists the pertinent data. The load-displacement curves on all specimens were linear until failure

which was catastophic(i.e load dropped to zero at failure). Delamination type failure was not

"" exhibited as the load remained constant when displacement was stopped during the test.

It is interesting to note that the baseline value for the failure stress appears to be in the ranc

of 250 kPa. The range can be as high as 600 kPa and as low as 190 kPa. A thin highly insuiarltme
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oxide appears to favor larger failure stress while low resistance films favor lower failure stresses.

Larger failure stresses also seem to be indicative of more extensive failure within the graphite

The evidence is by no means conclusive. However it is the only data of its kind presently avai,11h1L

as any indication of the intrinsic strength of the aluminum oxide-graphite interface.

TABLE I: Failure characteristics of aluminum oxide films on highly oriented pyrolitic graphitc.

Measured after two days minimum in chrom. Ar with the relative humidity < 5%.

Nominal oxide Resistive State % Graphite Failure Failure Stress

Thickness(nm) (ohms) (+/- 5%) (kPa)

0 < 102  15(sl)* 203

50 . 50(sl) 192

50 . .10(sl) 255
50 30(sl) 302

25 > 109 50(ml) 637

Reference single crystal Ticonderoga graphite in air 75(avg.)

• sI: under optical examination only a single layer of graphite could be distinguished on the load
pin side of the failure.

ml: under optical examination multiple layers of graphite could be distinguished on the load pin

side of the failure.

Certain physical characteristics of the specimens should be noted. After failure the HOPG

surface exhibited exfoliation areas which under optical examination showed interference patterns.

The spacing of the patterns was indicative of the gradient of the degree of I IOPG surface laycr

delamination. This may be indicative of the degree of adhesion. These patterns were not observed

in areas of complete HOPG surface failure which corresponded to areas covered by graphite on the

load pin side of the failure surface.

In addition, when the specimens were exposed to lab air(50% relative humidity), oxide

buckling occured in areas not covered by the aluminum overlayer. Its appearance was that of a
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tunlnole tunnel". The did not progress after the specimens were stored in a vacuum

dessicator. The tunneling was believed to be a consequence of the reported compressive stresses in

thin film oxides[51 reacting to the loss of adhesion at the oxide-grahite interface. This loss of

Ilidhesion was attributed to water vapor infiltration. The large polarizability of water molecules

\ ould neutralize the electrostatic interfacial adhesion. "Tunneling" was not observed under the

aluminum overlayer prior to testing. The aluminum overlayers intrinsic tensile stress151 would tend

I Compensate for the relaxation of the oxide's compressive stress.

('()NCLUSION

A study of the oxide-graphite interface and subsequent data interpretation faces ceriain

interdependent aspects which are not easily discernable as independent observations. Each aspect

may in itself not be an easily studied phenomena. Wetting characteristics of aluminum atoms on

graphite basal planes in an oxidizing atmosphere is one such aspect. This forms the basis for the

adhesive character of aluminum oxide on graphite in reaction evaporation. The effect of residual

stress in the oxide film in combination with that of any overlayer films on the developing

oxide-graphite interface is an example of the complications involved. These are just now being

addressed in the scientific literaturej 141 Experimental measurement of an overall phenomena, such

as electrical-mechanical switching, within the concepts of theoretical consistency becomes a

complex task when viewed in this sense.

The results of this study to date may be summarized as follows:

I The first attempt at measuring the interfacial strength of the aluminum oxide-graphite svsten

in tension has been made. The strength was found to be related to the oxide's dielectric
character. For a highly conducting system, the interfacial strength is in the range of 250 kPa.

With thin, non-conducting oxide films, the strength is in the range of 600 kPa. This is

consistent with the electrostatic adhesion model. The higher strength can also be

correlated with a greater degree of failure within the graphite.

2) Correlating the electrical character with the adhesive-cohesive character of the oxide-graphite
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system will be difficult. This is predominantly due to difficulties ii data acquisition and

interpretation. It may be useful in monitoring reactions at the oxide-graphite interface.

however, and in correlating these to the adhesive-cohesive behavior.

3) The stresses of the aluminum overlayer on the oxide mask the intrinsic interfacial charactcr.

From the many mechanics studies on laminates, it may be stated that, without extensive

interfacial modification, the bulk aluminum will determine the overall mechanical respon"C

characterisitics of the aluminum-graphite composite. The oxide-graphite interface is still the

weak link with little load or strain transfer capabilities. This study provides values by % hich
4.

the interface may be better accounted for in overall response considerations.

4) Interface modification might best be pursued by modifying the oxide morphology sincc

aluminum oxide has an intrinsically layered nature with weak hydrogen bonding between

layersln the sense of reactive evaporation, this might be accomplished in a partially

* reducing atmosphere(i.e. reduced oxidation) so that a cermet morphology is formed. One
III

must keep in mind, however, the enhancement of aluminum carbide formation in areas of the

oxide film rich in aluminum as stated in other areas of this report.

5) Water vapor is detrimental to the adhesive character of the oxide-graphite interface.

The research requird for the formulation of a plausible explanation to the

- clcctirical-mechanical switching phenomena has resulted in a more basic understanding of the

0 complexities of the oxide-graphite interface. It is believed that the ideas expounded above nlwi\ he

realized in principal with an associated better understanding of the oxide-graphite interface..

Information of this type is a partial prerequisite for significant advancements in interface

cngineet ig in the aluminum-graphite metal matrix composites. These advancements arc nccdCd

*- prerequisites for the competive use of MMCs in engineered structures.
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'A P P E N D I X E

OXIDATION MODEL OF INTERFACE REACTIONS

IN ALUMINUM/GRAPHITE COMPOSITES

Benji Maruyama and Llewellyn Rabenberg

Materials Science and Engineering
The University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

* Abstract

* ,The formation of A14C3 at interfaces in Al/graphite fiber composites
.. involves atomistic processes identical to those which occur during oxidation

of graphite in air. In both cases, carbon-oxygen bonds are formed, car-
.-. bon-carbon bonds are broken, and the products are transported away.

-' Although many elements and compounds are known to catalyze the reaction
* i of graphite with oxygen in air, only boron and phosphorus are known toU poison it. This suggests that A14C3 formation may be hindered and interfa-

cial bonding may be improved by treatment of graphite fibers with boron
and phosphorus compounds.
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Introduction

The characteristics of the interfaces in aluminum/graphite fiber
i composites depend on: 1) the degree of wetting of the graphite by the

aluminum, 2) the bonding between the Al and graphite, and 3) the presence
or absence of any chemical reactions between Al and graphite which might

occur during heat treatments. All three of these processes interact to
determine the nature of the interfaces; they all play a role in the result-

" \ ing mechanical properties of the composite.

on Because of their importance to the final product, a large research
-. and development effort has been aimed at improving interface properties.

" ' Since wetting of graphite by aluminum is difficult to obtain, chemical
vapor deposition techniques are used to apply TiB 2 and other compounds
to the fibers as wetting and bonding agents (1). Pressure infiltration
with plasma deposited silicon and carbon before consolidation in Al is
being attempted in order to improve bonding and to protect the fibers

S. from chemical reaction during processing (2). To reduce the rates of
interfacial reactions and aluminum carbide formation, refractory metals
and carbides are being applied to the fibers before consolidating.

Of the several processes described above, this paper emphasizes the

role of interfacial reactions and carbide formation in Al/graphite compo-
sites as a means of understanding interface properties. In the next section

* is a discussion of carbide formation in heat treated aluminum/graphite
composites followed by a discussion of oxidation of graphite in air.
Finally, implications of an oxidation mouel of aluminum carbide formation
at Al/graphite interfaces including the possibility of reaction poisons

Swill be presented.

Aluminum Carbide Formation

Aluminum carbide forms at Al/graphite interfaces of composites heated

above 500C for long periods of time [-4um in 100 hr at 530'C (3)]. The
formation of aluminum carbide can be divided into three steps: the disso-
ciation of carbon atoms from the graphite fiber, the diffusion of the
carbon through the interfacial oxide layer into the matrix, and finally,
the reaction of carbon and aluminum to form Al4 C3. Although the second

*. step has been shown to be the rate determining step for carbide thicknesses
greater than 2-4 microns (3), it is the first step which allows insight
into the nature of the interface properties.

The details of the aluminum carbide reaction have been investigated

.*. !by many authors (1-8), and a partial summary is given here. Finello (4)

found the anisotropy of graphite to reveal itself in reaction rate
differences between basal plane faces (low reactivity) and basal plane
edges and dislocation cores (high reactivity). This is logical, since

" in-plane chemical bonding is extremely strong in graphite (implying low
" - reactivity), and any disruption of the bonding in the plane should expose

highly reactive carbon atoms with uncompensated bonds.
S . m

A layer of oxide at the interface between the graphite fiber and

the matrix is always present in industrial materials, and is likely to
be present, albeit to a lesser extent, in deposited Al-Al/graphite interface
models, and is important to all composite interfacial properties. The
importance of the interfacial oxide in bonding have been underlined in
works by Finello (4), Tsai (5), and Mendez (6) on fracture path correlation
with electronic switching phenomena. During carbide formation, Finello

, (4) has shown that the carbide forms on the matrix side of the oxide.
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This implies that during the interfacial reaction, the dissociatiun of
carbon from the graphite must occur as a result of contact with thp inter-
facial oxide, not with the matrix. Furthermore, it points to carbon,
rather than aluminum, as the diffusing species. Work by Finello (4) and
Motoki (8) indicate that the interfacial oxide slows the diffusion of
carbon into the matrix, but Finello's work also indicates that the initial,
interface-controlled reaction rate may be enhanced by the oxide layer. "

. Given the importance of the interfacial oxide, any theoretical model
• of the Al/graphite interface must incorporate its influence, and any physi-

cal model must include an interfacial oxide layer or account for its
absence.

In summary, the reaction rates, or dissociation rates of graphite
will depend on the orientation of the graphite and the number of exposed
bonds. The interfacial oxide has been shown to be important in both inter-
facial bond strength and reaction kinetics. Here, an emphasis will be
placed on the fact that the dissociation of carbon from the graphite fiber
occurs as a result of direct contact with the interfacial oxide. Thus,
a study of the interface controlled growth stage, where the dissociation
of carbon from the fiber is the most important step, may shed new light
on bonding at graphite/aluminum interfaces as well as interface reaction
kinetics.

Oxidation of Graphite

As a model of the interface reaction, the oxidation of graphite in
. air was chosen because it can describe the removal of carbon atoms from

the fibers and the inability to form a strong fiber-matrix bond. At first
glance, a comparison of the two reactions reveals several similarities.
The oxidation of graphite in air becomes significant at temperatures above
500 0C, as with the formation of A14C3 (3,4,7). Carbide formation rates
(4) and oxidation rates (9) are site specific; basal plane faces are rela-
tively unreactive whereas basal plane edges and dislocation cores are
highly reactive. Also, oxygen is present at the interface, both in the

.. form of-passivati-ng layer of A1203 and as adsorbed oxygen on the fiber
surface. To develop the model, a description of graphite oxidation is
given.

Following the discussion of Rakszawski and Parker (10), the process
of graphite oxidation can be separated into several steps. First oxygen
atoms are chemisorbed, C(O), onto active carbon sites, Cf, on the graphite
surface (reaction 1). Next, chemisorbed carbon monoxide, (CO), is formed
from the active carbon and the chemisorbed oxygen (reaction 2). And
finally, the carbon monoxide is desorbed from the surface (reaction 3).

2Cf + 02(g) + 2C(O) (1)

C(O) (CO) (2)

(CO) CO(g) (3)

Reaction (2) can be considered as a rearrangement of pi bonds as shown
in Figure 1, where C(O) is structure (a) and (CO) is structure (b).
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Figure 1 (from ref. 11)

As pointed out by Rakszawski and Parker, reaction (2) is catalyzed
by the donation of an electron from the carbon matrix to a catalyst material
which can be a suitable transition metal ion or other electrophyllic spe-
cies. Reaction (2) results in the weakening of the carbon atom bond in
(CO) to the matrix, as one 7 bond is lost. This is, in effect, the stabi-
lization of structure (b) above. Relating this process to interface

* " bonding, a material that stabilizes structure (b) relative to (a) should
enhance carbon bond weakening and subsequent dissociation. Since A1203
is a Lewis acid or electron acceptor, it should stabilize structure (b),

- implying that A1203 should enhance dissociation of carbon. In a similar
U- fashion, the action of TiB2 as a wetting agent is believed to be the stabi-

lization of i bond structure (a) as will be shown below.

. "It is well known that many substances enhance graphite oxidation,
and included in these are aluminum and aluminum oxide. This is verified
by oxidation rates taken from Rakszawski and Parker (10) where the relative

I catalytic effects are shown. The strengths of these effects are shown
in table 1.

Table I. Oxidation Rates of Graphite in Air at 700 0C (10)

Additive Rate (hr-1  Rate Relative to
" A Pure Graphite

None 0.072 1.0
Al 0.118 1.64
A1203 0.181 2.52
' B 0.032 0.44"5 B203  0.033 0.46

P 0.017 0.24
P205  0.016 0.23

0.1 mole per cent added to graphite powder.

Notice that aluminum oxide increased oxidation by 2.52, while boron
and phosphorus compounds reduced the oxidation rate to as low as 0.23.
In fact, boron and phosphorus compounds are the only compounds known to
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significantly decrease the oxidation rate (9,10,12). Two conclusions
can immediately be drawn from these facts. First, the dissociation of
carbon from graphite, and thus the formation of A14C3 is catalyzed by
the presence of A1203. Second, the wetting action of TiB 2 is attributable
to better bonding characteristics of boron, and thus enhanced stability
of the interface. Thus, it is possible that the same factors govern both
interface bonding and interface reaction mechanics.

McKee et al. (9,12) have investigated bond order and oxidation inhibi-
tion of boron and phosphor is compounds using Fourier Transform IR spectro-
scopy (FTIR). Their studies reveal that organic phosphate and phosphite
esters and organo-borates dre strongly adsorbed onto active graphite sites,
and that the unccupied d-Tr orbital in phosphorus serves to mediate
the otherwise !nver'vhelmingly strong carbon-oxygen bond. Also, based _on
steric arguments, boron oxide should preferentially poison graphite 110101

* -" faces (figure 2).

1. 7 B B
0 0 0

"" k) 2.40 A--

* IFigure 2 (from Ref. 12)

Thus, the reduction in oxidation rates caused by the addition of boron
or phophorus compounds is probably due to a reduction in the number of
available active sites. This is supported by a constancy of activation

S.- energy with the addition of such compounds (9).

Conclusion

From this model we propose that phosphorus and boron compounds (elemen-
tal, oxides and organic compounds) may be novel and effective reaction
inhibitors for graphite fibers in an aluminum matrix. Furthermore, they
may act to increase wettability through bond strengthening. Chemical
deposition of boron or phosphorus on the graphite surface before consolida-
tion may serve to delay the onset of carbide formation. Alloying the
aluminum with borides (eg. A1B 2) or phosphides (eg. AIP) or intercalation
of the graphite fibers with suitable boron/phosphorus compounds will provide
a nearly infinite source of available boron or phosphorus to the interface,
and may delay the formation of aluminum carbide indefinitely.

for" In summary, we propose the oxidation of graphite as a suitable model
for the dissociation of carbon in Al/graphite composites. This model
points to various substances (e.g. A1203, Al) present at the interface
as catalysts of the dissociation of carbon (bond weakening) and others
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(TiB 2 , boron and phosphorus compounds) as inhibitors (bond strengthening).
If effective, boron and phosphorus compounds have the potential to increase
bond strength and wettability, and to inhibit the formation of A14C3 in
Al/graphite composites.
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APPENDIX F

Influence of aluminum oxide on the formation of aluminum carbide in the
aluminum-carbon system.

p
Benji Maruyama, L. D. Brown, L. K. Rabenberg.

Abstract

A" Observations of reactions in thin film specimens show that the formation

of aluminum carbide by solid state reaction at the interface between aluminum

and carbon is catalyzed by the presence of a thin layer of aluminum oxide.

Alternatively, the presence of a thicker oxide layer may serve as a diffusion

barrier to impede carbide formation. These results support a model previously

proposed.

Introduction

The formation of aluminum carbide in aluminum-graphite composites

during primary and secondary forming operations is detrimental to the

properties of the composite[I]. Investigators have shown that the lower limit for

the temperature of formation of aluminum carbide is about 500°C[2]. Because

aluminum carbide degrades the mechanical, as well as corrosion properties of

the composite[1,3], it is therefore desirable to avoid or control carbide formation.

Although the chemical and physical properties of the interface between

aluminum and graphite in aluminum-graphite composites are crucial to its

* mechanical properties, the present understanding of the interface is poor. In

particular, the influence on the interface of aluminum oxide, which is certainly
I

present at the interface of commercial composites, is not well understood. A
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theoretical model has been developed that allows the characterization of

bonding and chemical reactivity at the interface[4]. Specifically, the model

allows the influence of various chemical species, especially oxygen and

5 ,_, aluminum oxide, present at the interface to be evaluated. The results of

* mexperiments using a thin film physical model to test this theory are presented

below.

Experimental:

- A multi-layer thin film was chosen as an experimental model because it is

easily analyzed in a transmission electron microscope. The films consisted of

thermally deposited carbon, reactively deposited aluminum oxide and thermally

deposited aluminum.

Graphite was avoided as a sample material because of its anisotropic

*= S reactivity, i.e. the basal plane edges are much more reactive than the basal

plane faces. Instead, thermal carbon was chosen for a number of reasons: It is

an isotropic material, it is easy to deposit in thin-film form. Thermal carbon is as

3 reactive, if not more reactive than graphite basal plane edges[5], and its

bonding is very similar to graphite[6].

Sample Preparation

The aluminum and carbon deposits were done in an Edwards 306A

vacuum evaporator with a base pressure of at least 6x10 -4 Pa. The carbon was

from spectrographically pure carbon rods. The aluminum was from 99.995%
pure aluminum foil.

The aluminum oxide film was made by thermally evaporating aluminum

at 0.1nm/s in an oxygen atmosphere of 3x10 -2 Pa. It was deposited onto the

,.%
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thermal carbon and was masked by a 400 mesh copper grid so as to form 6

micron square islands of aluminum oxide.

Film thicknesses were measured dynamically using a 5 Mhz crystal
,t.

oscillator. All films were supported on pure aluminum grids, 200 mesh from

Pelco Inc.

Various sample configurations were used. Initial samples were

c--mridc-n Of 2r- nm of carhon undr r0 nm nf aluminuim Iqtpr, in order to

reduce oxidation of the aluminum, the sample configuration was modified to

include a 25 nm overlayer of carbon on the aluminum . Finally, in order to

'. observe the effect of aluminum oxide on the system in a controlled manner, 50

nm of aluminum oxide was deposited on the carbon masked by a 400 mesh

* copper grid. This was followed by 50 nm of aluminum and 25 nm of carbon.

This configuration allowed the observation of a triple-point interface, that is, the

. interface between the carbon, aluminum and aluminum oxide regions (see

figure 1).

Heat treatments were performed in a quartz tube placed in a tube furnace

P at 600'C dynamically pumped to 3x10-5 Pa using an ion pump. Copper

turnings were placed near the sample to act as an oxygen getter. Heat

.. treatment times varied from 2 to 6 hours.

- Analysis

A JEOL 1200EX transmission electron microscope/ scanning

transmission electron microscope (TEM/STEM) equipped with energy

-. dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy

(EELS) capabilities was used to analyze the samples. EDS and EELS were

used to check for impurities. Diffraction and microdiffraction were used to

. determine the presence or absence of aluminum carbide. The presence of
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aluminum carbide was indicated by the appearance of diffraction intensity at

0.166 nm (1120), 0.28 nm (1012), or the appearance of (0003) spots at 0.83

.. nm. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) sputter profiling was done using a

S .Physical Electronics 590 Scanning Auger Microscope.

Results:

Samples with the 25 nm carbon overlayer showed no detectable

aluminum carbide formation when heat treated at 6000C for 2hrs (see figures 2).

*. Samples given successive heat treatments of 2 and 4 hrs (total 6 hrs) showed a

great deal of aluminum carbide formation (see figure 3). Masked aluminum

oxide samples heat treated for 2 hrs at 6000C showed aluminum carbide

formation. In some cases the formation was more prominent at the boundaries

of the aluminum oxide island than at either the center of the island or away from

S Jthe island. Figure 4 shows a view of an entire aluminum oxide square within

the 200 mesh grid square of the sample. Figures 5 and 6: a, b, and c are

selected area diffraction patterns of the area without aluminum oxide, the

U. boundary area and the center of the aluminum oxide area, respectively. This

suggests a catalytic effect at the boundaries where the oxide is thinner and a

-= triple interface exists and a diffusion barrier effect at the center, where the

thickness is greater. In other cases the island showed enhanced aluminum

carbide formation throughout . The former result was seen to be the more

common of the two.

Earlier samples were heat treated without a carbon overlayer in an

, atmosphere of greater oxygen content. These samples showed aluminum

oxide formation on the exposed surface of the sample (as determined by Auger

electron spectroscopy (AES) sputter profiling). Occasionally, the aluminum

oxide would form as a dense patch where the aluminum was present in
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reduced amounts. In these areas there would invariably be enhanced carbide

formation. It seems that the aluminum had receded from underneath the

'%P surface oxide. Such an occurrence would produce a configuration as is

represented in figure 7. Notice that there is a triple interface between the

4P aluminum, the carbon and the aluminum oxide. The enhanced carbide

formation along with this hypothesis of its cause led us to the subsequent

configuration of introducing the aluminjm nxide in n controlled manner.

*" Discussion:

The results presented above partially confirm predictions of the oxidation

model of aluminum carbide formation[4]. Briefly described, the oxidation model

• .of aluminum carbide formation at aluminum-graphite interfaces makes an

analogy between the oxidation of graphite in air and the formation of aluminum

carbide at the aluminum-graphite interface. The steps in the formation of

. aluminum carbide are as follows. First, carbon atoms must be dissociated from

the surface of the graphite fiber. Second, the dissociated carbon must diffuse

. through the surface oxide and already-formed carbide to the aluminum. Third,

the carbon diffusing into the aluminum must form aluminum carbide. The

°* relevant step pertaining to the chemical bonding of the interface is the first step.

One theory on the oxidation of graphite in air occurs as follows[7]. First, oxygen p

"" is adsorbed onto the surface of the graphite. Second, an electron is transferred

-. from the graphite to the carbon-oxygen pair forming a double bond between the

carbon and the oxygen atoms and weakening the bond between the surface

carbon atom ard the graphite fiber. Third, the carbon oxygen pair dissociates,

diffusing into the atmosphere. These three steps in the oxidation of graphite in

air are believed to be applicable to the dissociation of carbon from graphite in

the formation of aluminum carbide.
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Thus oxygen present at the graphite surface can form an extremely

strong bond between the oxygen and surface carbon at the expense of the

bond between the surface carbon atom and the graphite fiber. Therefore,

oxygen present at the surface of graphite can weaken the integrity of the surface

and can be considered a catalyst for the dissociation of carbon from the surface

of the graphite fiber.

As is well known, many Substances enhance the oxidation of graphite in

air[8]. Indeed, very few substances are known to inhibit the oxidation of

graphite[9]. The catalytic action of these substances is believed to be due to the

catalyst's ability to stabilize the state in which the bond between the surface

carbon atom and the graphite is weakened. By our analogy then, the

dissociation of carbon during the formation of aluminum carbide is believed to

be catalyzed by the presence of the same substances which catalyze the

oxidation of graphite in air, as well as by the presence of oxygen itself.

The results of previous samples showed us that the more success we

had in eliminating oxygen and aluminum oxide from the system under the same

conditions, the more resistant the sample was to aluminum carbide formation.

Our best sample was the carbon/aluminum/carbon multi-layer which formed no

detectable aluminum carbide when heat treated for 2 hours at 6000C. In

previous samples of ours, for which there was no carbon overlayer and a poorer

vacuum, carbide was formed. Kahn[1], using a carbon/aluminum film similar to

ours with the same heat treatment also formed aluminum carbide.

As a result, we introduced aluminum oxide into our system in a controlled

manner where the reaction of the triple interface (carbon, aluminum and

aluminum oxide) could be observed. This system was considered to be a valid

test model because aluminum oxide is certainly present at the interface of

commercial composites and is likely to be present in many experimental models
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of the aluminum graphite system, and also because aluminum oxide is known

p to be a catalyst of graphite oxidation.

A comparison of the carbon/aluminum/carbon sample and the carbon/

aluminum oxide/ aluminum/carbon sample shows that, even though the

- samples had the same heat treatment, the oxide sample formed carbide

whereas the sample without oxide did not.

These results bear numerous ramifications. The results suggest that,

because aluminum oxide is present at the interface in commercial composites,

' the aluminum carbide reaction for a commercial composite is a catalyzed

reaction (i.e., the reaction would not occur as fast without any oxygen).

The results presented here also shed some light on previous

investigations. The ability of aluminum oxide to catatalyze the dissociation of

carbon from the fiber surface and,conversely the barrier to the diffusion of

carbon which the aluminum oxide can pose if it forms a continuous layer are 0

conflicting actions. For example, Finello et al. [10]have indicated that carbide

formation rates increase with increasing pressure up to a point where oxidation

*II of the aluminum is so great as to become a barrier to carbide formation. The •

results also suggests catalysis as the reason for previous investigators

observation of aluminum carbide formation at low temperatures, down to

-~ 475 C[11]. 

" Aluminum oxide catalysis of aluminum carbide formation must be

recognized as a factor in experimental studies of such interface reactions. That

is, the diffusion of oxygen through imperfection in aluminum coatings, through •

fiber ends and the supply of absorbed oxygen from the fiber itself will all affect

the rate of carbide formation. A proper investigation of aluminum carbide

formation should include a characterization of the oxide present at the interface

and the affect the environment may have on the state of the interface.
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But while aluminum oxide is certainly present at the interface of aluminum-

- " , graphite composites, it is a relatively mild catalyst to the oxidation of graphite in

air. On the other hand, transition metals (as well as heterogeneous transition

metal-alumina supported catalysts) are known to be strong catalysts of

. moxidation[7]. Of the transition metals, Fe, Cu are present in the largest amounts

- in alloys used for commercial ltjminum-oraphite composites and are therefore

4- . highly suspect as a cause of enhanced carbide formation. The presence of

* ,these elements may be a reason for the observation of carbide formation at

" "temperatures lower that we have observed. At any rate, the influence of such

.* elements, as with the influence of aluminum oxide must be evaluated and

, integrated into our understanding of the interface.

- Conclusion

* The aluminum carbide reaction at aluminum-carbon interfaces has been

shown to be catalyzed by the presence of aluminum oxide. This catalytic action

is naturally extended to aluminum graphite composites and also points to

-I certain alloying elements or impurities present in commercial alloys as stronger

catalysts. The results suggest that the chemical nature of the interface must be

: ." re-evaluated to include an understanding of how the bonding and chemical

[ reactivity are affected by various substances present at the interface.
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aluminum oxide island, and c is the center of the aluminum oxide island.
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ABSTRACT

Residual stress is a signilicant property of composite materials from the point

of view of both practical applications and mecnanical response. The paper

p resents a short review of the var.ous residual stress measurement techniques

that have potential use in filamentary and planar composites The origin of

the residual stresses at the interface between matrix and fiber are discussed.

They involve differences in coefficient of expansion between the components

q as well as differences in mechanical response The potential measurement

techniques include x-ray, neutron, optical, ultrasonic and magnetic probes

.Sme of the advantages and limitations for each method in measuringt.

residual stre.se in composites are discussed
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NOMENCLATURE

Gruneisen Qararmeter

d- - Fiber diameter

Interplanar spacing along the oirection tilted the angle and r
Ifrom the surface normal

-d Interpianar spacing between (kl) planes

" " Strain normal to the surface

" Strain calculated from the dif~erence of thermal expansion

coefficents

E Young's modulus

exp Exponential base of natural locarithm

I X-ray intensity

I Distance between the fibers

- Path length

.2.. Natural logarithm

X-ray linear absorption coefficient

) Poisson-s ratio
cO 67 6 ,, Principal stress

o Stress tensor component

Stress along the direction tilted at the angle / from the

surface normal

Yield stress

"S'., S£E[&j Compliance tensor corrected by rotation matrix transformation

from Ehkl] to [OOlJ

Penetration depth

V Volume

(-)o Incident photon frequencv

z depth
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INTRODUCTION

Residual stress in composite materials is one of the important properties to

characterize the material performance However, it is not easy to measure the

resicual stress field accurately, since the composite materials are inherently

heterogeneous material systems. The intrinsic nature of the residual stress

that is associated with no external forces is that every residual stress

system has zero resultant force for the body to be in equilibrium. This

stress state is very difficult to determine in the heterogeneous composite

systems.

Residual stresses are introduced into materials by any process - mechanical,

thermal, or chemical - that results in a permanent, nonuniform change in shape

or volume( 1-3). From the theoretical viewpoint, thermal stresses, which

are introduced upon cooling from the manufacturing temperature, if the matrix

and fiber have different coefficients of thermal expansion, are expected to be the

most significant sources of residual stresses in composite materials For

exemple, in the unidirectional aluminum matrix- graphite fiber composites, there

is a mismatch of approximately 23 X10-6"- in the thermal expansion

coefficients in the longitudinal direction The composites are cooled by

almost 6001C after solidification, giving rise to significant amounts of residual

stresses (4,5) Thus internal stresses are developed at the interface due

- to thermal strain incompatibilities between the elastic fiber and the elastic-

plastic matrix Plastic flow in the matrix is expected to occur if the state

of stress at the interface is above the appropriate flow stress criterion

of the matrix

- Unfortunately, in many of the experimenta! approaches that are in use

to obtain residual stresses, the detailed understanding of the relationships

between the measurable parameters and the residual stress state are not

.. sufficiently developed uniquely to distinguish the details of the stress

states Actually no experimental tecrinicue measures stress directly

X-ray diffraction, the most advanced approach to obtaining residual stress

information, measures lattice strains relative to a standard at the same

temperature while the other tecnniques measure the phys:cal or mechanical

:1
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properties which are modified by residual stresses

As the composite materials are becoming more broadly used, the neeu to

quantify the role of residual stresses and to determine their magnitude have led

to attempt improving the measurement techniques This paoer discusses

some of the new improvements and methods to quantitatively determine the

residual stresses.

ORIGIN OF RESIDUAL STRESSES AT THE INTERFACES

When a fiber or film and its tightly bonded matrix have different thermal

eipansion coefficients, charging the temperature of the comoination will introduce

str3 into the matrix. "urbach and Wilman(6) measured stress in deposits of

var'us metals arc concluced the amount of stress developed depend on the

difference between the final deposit temperature and recrystallization temperature

cr the hioest temperature reached if this is less than the recrystallization

9 temperature When the crystals are growing at the deposit surface by
addition of arriving atoms they are thermally expanded As this layers become

covered by further growth of deposit, their temperature must decrease

prooressively in accordance with the temperature qradieni in the deposit, and

I the crystals must contract Appreciable atomic miqration persists and

cause. readjustments at and near the grain boundaries, i e recrystallization,

- until the temperature falls below the recrystallization temperature, and

thereafter the further cooling must cause a tensile stress to be developed

, m- throughout the deposit(6)

Composite- are generally classified as unidirectional fiter, random fiber and

: - laminate as shown schematically in Fig I Longitu.1nal residual stress

i s much greater than transverse strecses in the unidirec ional fiber composites

Laminate composite can be reQarded as having an isotropic stress

wstem in the plane of laminate and no stress normal to the plane of

laminate exists in the iea) condition !t is a o.c- assumption that a

net isotropic residual struts exist: in the random fiber composites, but 'hf2

interface between the matrix and disperoid will define the residual stress,

state This will be strongly dependent on the lI/o ratio, 1 the length

1 ?
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of the random fiter and d the diameter '/ook and Wt (7-9) calculated the

5trm in metal film be-og on the following as sumptions, ) Tr rilm is firmly

attached to the substrate (2) The thermal expansion of '!m and subttrate are

isotroDic in the plane of the suostra (3) The stress on the film in 3

direction normal to the plane ot the nm ,. zer,) .. e _ner strain in ho

plane of the film is zero (5) The meial nlm is sintot ...... i

The results are expressea by(7)

1 ) ,..i / -

<E3 S';, Cs,

where £ is the strain a'or the .is normal to The surface corrected by

* rotation matrix transformation from , vector to ' C01. ,i is the strain

calcu!ated from the thermal expansion coefficients. ar t the . are the

com oflance tensor components corrected cv rotation matr', transformation from

S",kl. vector to C0 1i To check these basic calculations, x-ray diffraction

measurements of r,e lattice parameters were m ae The as-depos iteda and

annealed films show lar3e variations in measured lattice parameters, probably due

to lack of excerimental precision an presence of varying tensile and

3 compressive thermal strains in the different grains resulting from variation in

the adhesion of the film to the substrate ( 9) The experiments were

inconclusive in evaluating the model

X-RAY and NEUTRON DIFFRACTION

The principles of determining the residual stress with x-ray diffraction

' - have been described in several sources (3,10,11) For the particular application

to the composite materials, sin2 l" method (12,13) 1 is generally used

Assuming only biaxial stresses are present ( '3=0), a gocd assumption for thin

laminate, the followina was developed (Il) The ;train along the direction tt'ed

".'.the angle end from the surfaeo normai is c iver by
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In this expression, the quantity C- andQ" are the principal stresses within

the plane, is the stress in the plane of surface of the sample in tlhe

direction defined by the angle. /. as shown in Fig 2. and ) ana E .3re
poissons ratio and the elastic modulus of the material The surface stress .t

angle is ,.iven by
U..7' '-' + -' ++H' , -,

uu titute these e ,uation., "nto eq(-2), we h,,e

From the Cloe of d- - 5 in ..int

Let m6 be the slope oi d. vs -in-. pot

M**

i7

Then hen

IE

This method of measurement is relatively simp' and easy "c ;et the quantita've

residual stress data in the laboratory ,r in t+.e Tield 'n reality, however

nonlinear d vs. sin2l - distributions ha've been observea in the re-,iaual strecs

measurement, which can be explained by the multiaxial stress state, str

gradients, and/or elastic anisotropy ( 14- 171 In poycrystalline mater~ias.

only those grains properly oriented to diffr2ct at each tilt contribute to tthe

diffraction profile. This slectitv ity hes that the elastic constanis

connecting the measured strains will vary with particular :et of planes (i,

chr:isen for measurement

The classical princicles trief%: c:zrinei 3 cve assumed oniv two rinc:'ai

'tresses on the surfce rd other .2ress term, 5re 2ero Dtrons tensor

components are expressed by

-.
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ULTRASONIC METHODS

The tsas-lCic ea for ultrasonic straess measurements is that so c

iccels~c~ on the stressel materia h -Tr- I [olid jr

r-. r C.;, *i n~c Pi ~trtmi M ;re I nCI IC I ca It arce in thle cu:
wseveoity ( 849) The acoustic wave vePcz ar e rsed i irM r

seCC-G- :r third rder elastro constants from the ecua tirn of motion, woich 5

ce e cm nonlinear :,t-ess -strain re!2tioni fcr a civen. rst a sy m me t r y

su:!tur~ laewaye - OuiOn . Te hiri croer elastic cntnspa

-;r Ie 'n th-e nnarmonir, Lehavinr )f r-r, ci a r 'nd rlate stress; I

7tr r on inear , ,r~le elaic *hecIC r;K- T1h e third order elastic

:c~rr's 2lSCrtrnrea mm Phe m ,-ijr mert of dyve veloc ity variat ion

rf :,di I :M 11 U e ''r wave srer cc n i T.cns '_ *Jrtctc p rePsujr e o r

7,~ - rimtir i r 3r4 , v er - ,,ea r r or .ijriace P ayleion) waves

e 7 i -e2rnure-e!ts 7e -cuso-elastic effect hzve been

osc es 'na rCic. stress-t ree- 7mtertas and alfitn-Z'teo to ItIhe btre fri rcen i

r)a,,ur~ e c m a, erl1a 1s uthe ultrasonic radiation, i e., the oifference in the v eloI 1y)

s:- eotc c 'e to ~a'Cd Yave iom.-onents E'astic stiffneoses c-f

o~s~eovcomccsles are measured L.,, ultrasonic veiocitv method ( c
it + 'C nown ,hait Ire f uuro s moculus, caioul3te, from. th e elastic stiffness, ;;re

re, endon I-Ihe 'In riental:cnis r, d ifferenc-e n, Th. e time of fn

of -Par wgaves i s pr -por i onal Ic e aPl ieg sireuc-s introduced by7 the

ftr-s3-2oint bending S-P

-een1 ly the !P; I .- sonc ,-nefnod 7eu Te 3,ji aver ice valuies ofreida

:tre-5es, beca u s e the waveiength of uitra3sonic waves is m uch greater than the

1,be, d'iameter er the distance between the fi~ers in most oomposite materials .0

:ma7.ny Cases, the rntEgral 0! the residual st ress components througn the

1'--ne-sc -_f Th'e sa1moie_ must be ze-,o for the internal fcrc-cs in the materiais

C r. c 117,,n Te abs ence cf Ierr~aly IN pI-7 force There are two
rn r r :em r~ce ro ,re effc ; e se cf i cousi c n irefringe fecnrioue

7 - -11 nc:uire tre st res s i rcu ced vsty c 2rces betweeni te

1, -m;re n' I t r,' _V 1 S', Tyec, 3, e'j,' ai e ),e or Cer at C.
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* -percent or ess), sen~i i~v ty is ieccno, ;crce factors other t n

stress, slucn as Dreterreoj orientation ,etu;,can r3!,-e * n coustical birefrnoence

oort-~rv~ acurements 3re e Ii t e !'- e % ~ eloci y C o1arres
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,-crrmising metncol lo meas-.ure 1tie r-ioL0'al stress- v i ~

MAGNETIC METHODS

!Nlanv st,'r ess- sersit *ve m arel ,,ic proper t ies uh magn etost r 1c t~,n

ront Ic anisotropy, B ar khausen ni se, hysteretic eff-ct. e~tc can be used for

:,rLa te-ss meas u re menrt At th e present s*ece -1 -'e'/e 1 Qm en t, however,

th, eta tl'eory relat;ng these prcqoerties to reoa iesis not avaiiaoie

bcueof ccmQ],cations introduced c, he rrevecor L"e -oture n-f f er m qcrelt-c

:relloMera rcresuingir hysteresis 3 nci ar. ',eir rn i'2razeeecS

-he arplQIEG maqneimtic field mcrp9B r. znlii-'1s. -2 m3cnet-2ion
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*ferromanetic materials does not increase in a s-trV c v -ontinuous 3.,:

rather by small1, a-brupt discont inuous increments, caleo '5ar khausen u'mps or

- '- u ze nt- r!se. :'icb lnrfMlt-c s ;-;k-ue c~slrr'm'-,,aiI y.b h ~cr~u

wrc±ets of mioole mage, uncre pt Bio wals :e~e w n! macne!,s

~~~~lin2rd cccasionallv by the init~ation oTflC m'e-ocmenwY

m c coic t'err rmi7rgn e!ti speci men orni TurcsW ee cC~f

A'P--n a: n anneale meW : uice oCwoC!1 rorc . acsCn rs

tethe mislc'etion arr ance-rrts aiiect the M mot Ion fi re Cdrm In s+
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hr na macneric rc ' CoO l to tO , Trrt r 31- Ia z,....

:r mceteastlc e.,e c >acnetostr ;ction 7 r2- . .W

!rcmain ano mo-onetizition Th e iryc n,% ci mi -cotoo

'I, an interacitioni :eix.,en I,- p-in rr. t r

9-,u Is i n !rduced ehnoa rm trcn

no. , --d by the m aq neti ca3t or- or the c rnc r F T hu .

no I lr;ment of tlhe coon ge of magnetization or r ~ < dfres -_-a n

"Prrltosres! based on the oara3 o n. ir.e aoproprat

r~r~oi Yesy st em containTOC ma cnetic compo rents, v-. --- t- v-arscoied O

mitedropeto d.etermire *eFsa

SUMMARY
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expansion between matrix ard fiber is exnectea to plav a maior role ;n

generating the residual stresses in composite materials. At pre erent time,

x-ray diffraction is the most effective and reliable t.e.hnQue for t-:e

measurement of residual stresses in composites and m.w .erves as a calibraticn

tool for all other techniques. The ether tectnn o: icr residual 1ret -s

measurement for composites suffer trom mry inherent ui rcwns nd limitation-

Neutron diffraction could be a promising tecnnique for a appropriate comosite

!p system since it has an advantage with its mch :reater penetration depi'-,

comoared to x-ray diffraction. maman scattering 1: one of the pcwerti:

optical methods for semiconductor laminate composites, es ec ,ally i and 3t 2  ut

this method generally won't be suitaole for metal cor ccsites.

All residual s ress measurement methods _.sc . .r d in this paper are

non-Gestructive methods Any aavancement of the metnod described or new

fundamental approaches to measure residual stress wili greatly aid in lhe

complex problems of determining the residual stresses in comosites
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A P P E N D I X

RAMAN MICROPROBE MEASUREMENTS OF RESIDUAL

STRAINS AT THE INTERFACES

Y. M. Cheong and H. L. Marcus

Center for the Materials Science and Engineering

The University of Texas at Austin

Austin, Tx, 78712

F. Adar

Instrument S. A. Metuchen, NJ, 08840

ABSTRACT

Raman spectroscopy offers a method of determining residual

stresses in Raman active materials. This is reviewed in this paper.

In addition it can serve as a method to monitor residual stresses in

* thin film-substrate composites. Measurements of such stresses by

the Raman microprobe have been performed on a Si film on quartz

and Al film on quartz. For the quartz, peak shift of one of the

Raman active vibration due to applied stress was calibrte.

strain gauges and four-point bending met,,od

, *~U
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. 2

residual strains at the 5i/quartz interfaces using the Raman

microprobe were compared to expected residual strains by a model,

involving exponential gradient in the substrate and no gradient in the

film. The model shows that a small volume of substrate near the

i...,.,. Interface about 2 times the film thickness was affected by the

thermal mismatch of the two regions.

i. INTRODUCTION

When a film is deposited to a substrate residual stresses are

developed at the interfaces by various reasons [1]. They are due to

1) the difference of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of a

film and a substrate, 2) lattice mismatch, 3) variation of the
I

. .interatomic spacing with the crystal size, 4) recrystalization and

grain growth, 5) microscopic voids and special arrangement of

dislocations, and 6) phase transformations [2]. The fundamental origin

of all the stresses are the changes of volume or atomic

... .rearrangement in the f ilm during the process [3).

Even though some of the origins can be understood at least
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qualitatively the understanding of the origin of stress during

deposition and annealing is still unsatisfactory. In many of the

experimental approaches that are in use to obtain residual stresses,

the detailed understanding of the relationships between the

measurable parameters and the stress state are not sufficiently

developed to distinguish the details of the stress states. Actually

no experimental technique measures stresses directly. Any physical

or mechanical properties which are modified by residual stresses can

be used for this purposes [4].

For several decades the most common methods for measuring the

stresses in a thin film are basically measuring the degree of physical

bent of substrates. However, using this technique it is very

difficult to compare other results of different authors since the large

number of variables are Influenced to the process.

X-ray diffraction(XRD), the most advanced approach to obtain

residual stress, measures lattice strains relative to a standard.

-.
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From the slope of d vs. sin2 y where d is a measured lattice

parameter and y is a tilting angle, the residual stress can be

calculated [5]. Since conventional x-rays can penetrate up to 10 - 50

Iim measured residual stresses are merely volume average values.

Neutron diffraction with the same principle as the XRD can be used

for certain materials with a much deeper penetration depth[6,7].

Raman spectroscopy using monochromatic radiation (laser) can be

useful for the measurement of residual stress for the materials

having Raman active modes. In the theoretical viewpoint, Raman

frequency shifts are linear to the stresses for a certain range of

stress[8]. The relation between the stress and Raman band shift

can be determined from the information of the deformation

potential calculated from the Raman band shift measurements under a

given uniaxial stress or a hydrostatic stress. A great deal of

literatures on the deformation potentials and stress induced Raman

band shifts are available for the single crystal, Si[8-10], Ge[8,1 1,121,

diamond[81, quartz[13-15], and sapphire[16 . Because a laser can be
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focused at a small region of 1 im Raman technique can be used

effectively for the measurement of residual stresses of a small

region near the interfaces of the Raman active materials. The

penetration depths of a band .of argon ion laser (488 nm) to Si are

about 100 nm - I jim depending on the crystallinity of 51 [171. 5ince

a quartz is transparent to the light laser can be focused at a small

region of Si/quartz interface by illuminating from the quartz subsrate

side. Residual stress state of both film and substrate at the

interface as well as top surface of 5i film can be measured by

Raman microprobe technique. The measured residual strains were

CIO compared to expected residual strains by a model, involving

exponential gradient in the substrate and no gradient in the film (Fig.

2. Approaches to Measure the Residual 5tresses at

Interfaces

W." a) Experimental method
..

Z-cut quartz plates (0.5" long (X-axis) x 0.5" wide (Y-axis) x
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0.035" thick (Z-axis), optically polished on both sides) were used for

the substrate. Since Z - cut quartz plates were used as substrate,

Z(XX)Z and Z(XY)Z geometry can be used for the measurement of

Raman peak shifts in the substrate. The stress-dependent shift in

quartz was calibrated by using a four-point bending method by

attaching a set of strain gauges on the surface for monitoring the

strain (Fig. 2)[19].

Si films of 150 nm thick were produced on the quartz plate by

electron beam deposition. The laser beam was polarized parallel to

the X - axis of quartz plates. Because the quartz substrate is single

crystal and optically transparent, the laser beam can be focused at

the interface through the substrate. The Raman peak shift for the

measured quartz band at 128 cm- I and that of the Si band at 520

cm -1 were measured in the vicinity of the interface. The Raman

Ni peak shift from the 51 film surface and the quartz substrate surface

were also measured for comparison to the measurements at the

Interface

An Ar ion laser beam (wavelength- 514.532 nm) was polarized
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parallel to the X - axis of the quartz plate. Axial spatial resolution

(depth of field) of the microprobe can be controlled by an aperture

placed at an intermediate image plane between the Raman microprobe

and the monochromator entrance slit [20,211. Under such optical

conditions, scattered Raman intensity outside the laser focal volume

- can be limited by the intermediate aperture. Using Dhamelincount's

calculation [20] axial spatial resolution around the interface was

expected to be approximately 5- 10 4im. By monitoring the laser

image on the ground glass screen the laser beam can be focused

down to 1 4im in diameter.

" In addition, residual interfacial stresses were measured in Al film

on quartz. Al overlayers of 200 - 1500 nm thick were deposited

using the thermal evaporation technique. Since Al has no Raman

active mode, Raman spectra from the quartz-side interfaces( 128 cm-1)

were acquired through the quartz substrates(Fig.3)[119].

b). Results and Discussion

The phonon frequencies decrease linearly as applied tensile stress
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increase. For the measurement of the residual strain in quartz, a 1

cm - 1 shift of the 128 cm - 1 phonon to lower frequency was taken to

be equivalent to a strain of 0.4 % or stress of 347 MiPa [191.

Because the thickness of the quartz substrate is sufficiently great

compared to the Si film, the effect of the thermal mismatch at the

interface would be negligible beyond some depth (i e. extinction

thickness). The outer surface or quartz also would not experience

the thermal mismatch of the Si film. The measured phonon

frequency at the quartz surface used as a standard.

The Raman frequency shift of stressed 51 can be estimated by

solving the dynamical equations of the cubic lattice perturbed by

strains [22-26]. According to Englert's annalysis [241 which assumes

only isotropic planar stress (axx=ayy= a, xy=ayzaczx=Ozz= 0), the

strain c is related to the frequency shift of the optical phonon modes

by the following equation.

C1,2 = - l.38x 10-3 A wl, 2 cm-
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C3 = - 1.92x 10- 3 AW3 cm-Iq
Here Aw i is the difference between the measured Raman peak shift

of stressed and unstressed Si. The average value was used to

calculate the residual stress levels from the measured Raman

orientation is expected by XRD results.

Both the microcrystallinity and the stress could produce shifts to

lower frequency of Si phonon. In amorphous Si the Raman band is

broad and centered at approximately 480 cm - I whereas the band in

stress free single crystal appeares at 520.6 cm-1[27,28. Raman band

1
of Si of crystalline size greater than 150 A appears around 520.6

cm-I which is about the same as that from the stress free single

crystal [28,291. Crystalline size of approximately 250 A for the

specimen annealed at 900'C, 150 A for the specimen annealed at

800"C, and 120 A for the specimen annealed at 700"C were

Ncalculated without considering instrumental line broadening by the

* Sherrer fomula [301. The effect of the crystallite size on the Raman

band position will be negligible. Under these conditions, the shift of

the Raman frequency can be used to calculate the residual strains in

100
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these specimens. Residual strains were calculated based on Aw = w -

w0 by setting w0 = 520.6 cm Residual strains in the as-deposited

specimen and the specimen annealed at 600 "C could not be

calculated due to fine size of microcrystallite as indicated by the

each of any XRD 5i peak. The 500 cm implies a crystallite size

of less than 30 A [28].

Relatively high compressive residual strains in the Si film and

corresponding tensile residual strains in the quartz substrate at the

interface were measured from the specimen annealed at 700 'C and

800 "C (Table 1) compared to the model calculation (Table 2) [181.

These facts may be explained by other sources of residual strain

. generated at the interface during the crystallization processes in

. addition to the thermal residual strain term. The difference of

lattice spacing of a quartz substrate and Si film during epitaxial

growth could result in compressive residual strain in 5i film, which

is common in the case of Si on sapphire[31]. If we assume that

other terms contributing to residual strains may be present,( for

example residual strain due to recrystallization and grain growth,
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residual strain due to lattice mismatch during epitaxial growth), the

measured results would be different from the model calculation where

only a thermal term is assumed. 5ince any source of residual

strain would contribute to the model to both sides of interface in

the model [181, the ratio of measured residual strains in the 5i film

to those in the quartz substrate would be the same whatever the

origins of residual strains that are considered at the interface. By

considering the ratio of residual strains in the Si film to the quartz

substrate, the ratio of the measured residual strains (Table 1) are

relatively well matched to the ratio from the model calculation with

the characteristic thickness in the substrate of 1 -2 times the film

- thickness when the probe thickness(x) in the model was assumed 10

im, which is a reasonable value from the references 20 (Table 2).

Ir other words, it can be shown that most of the residual strains in

the substrate generated by the incompatibility at the interfaces are

concentrated in the region of I-2 times the magnitude of the film

thickness.

Lower phonon frequencies of the quartz with the Al overlayer to
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the standard was observed. This means a tensile residual stress is

present at the quartz-side of the interface and correspondingly a

compressive stress must be present at the aluminum/aluminum oxide

side of the interfaces. Annealing of the specimen at 300C for 30

min. increase the tensile stress in the quartz-side interface.

SUMMARY

The residual ,'tresses at the interfaces of 5i on quartz and Al on

quartz were measured by Raman microprobe technique. Compressive

* residual stresses at the Si-side interfaces and tensile residual a

stresses at the quartz-side interfaces were observed after annealing

. the specimen. The measurements are compared to the model of a

laminate composite with an exponential stress gradient in the

substrate and no gradient in the film. A small volume of substrate

near the interface about 2 times the film thickness was affected by

the thermal mismatch of the two regions. Tensile residual stresses

at the quartz-side of the interfaces from Al overlayer on quartz

specimens were observed.
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Figure.- Schematic drawing shows the four-point bending
method and attached strain gauges (half bridge formation).

* METAL FILMI

Figur&,3 - Experimental geometry for the Raman line
shift for the measurement of residual stress on and
near the interface between the quartz and metal film.
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APPEND IX I

A THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF ACCELERATED AGING IN

.: METAL-MATRIX COMPOSITES

I. Dutta and D.L. Bourell
Center for Materials Science & Engineering

The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712

D. Latimer
Mechanical Repair and Engineering

Laporte, Texas 77571

Abstrmct

Accelerated aging of precipitation hardening alloys reinforced with particulates or
fibers has often been attributed to an increase in dislocation density in the immediate
vicinity of the reinforcement. The plastic zone is generated during cooling from the
solutionizing temperature due to a mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients of the
matrix and the reinforcement. In this work, continuum mechanics and finite element
approaches were used to develop models to calculate the plastic strain and the
expended plastic work in the matrix in terms of the solutionizing temperature, matrix
yield strength and elastic constants, and the reinforcement volume fraction. The
information obtained was then used to relate the degree of accelerated aging with the
state of plastic strain of the matrix. It was assumed that the plastic zones from
adjacent reinforcements are non-interacting and that the reinforcement is
incompressible. Aging curves were generated for a monolithic 6061 Al alloy and-'. fiber composites with lOv/o and 30v/o SiC, It was found that composites with a

afhigher volume fraction of SiC age faster. Aging data generated for the monolithic
alloy strained plastically after quenching were compared to those for the composites
to determine the reliability of the model in determining the degree of accelerated
aging, based on materials parameters and reinforcement morphology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One feature common to many precipitation hardening metal-matrix composites (MMC) is an
accelerated aging after solutionizing and quenching, relative to composite-free material. This is

shown in Figure 1 for 6061 P/M aluminum containing 23 volume percent of B4 C [average particle

size, 5..tm, ref. 11. The presence of dispersoids decreases the time to peak hardness by

approximately one order of magnitude. This behavior has been attributed to strain-enhanced

aging. This mechanism of accelerated aging is common in aluminum alloys evidenced by the

aging characteristics of metals given the -T3 or -T8 temper (cold work after solution heat

treatment). In MMC, the strain is proposed to arise from a difference in thermal expansion

coefficients of the matrix and reinforcement. On quenching from the solutionizing temperature,

the matrix metal is plastically deformed as it shrinks around the reinforcement [1-7]. This plastic

deformation increases the driving force of discontinuous precipitation, thereby accelerating the
precipitation rate by dislocation-enhanced diffusion of the second phase [8-111. Second phase

nucleation is facilitated by dislocation - particle interaction, which reduces the overall strain energy

of the system [ 121. Dislocations can also act as "collector lines" for solutes, such that excess

S solute first flows radially from the matrix to the dislocation, followed by rapid diffusion along the

defect to the second phase particle, thereby aiding the growth process 113,14]. Weak beam

transmission electron microscopy reveals that dislocations can serve as potent catalysts for the

precipitation process in the solid state [151. High voltage electron microscopy of Al-SiC interfaces

reve, is a high density of dislocations, which are frequently decorated with fine precipitates 141.
In this investigation. the effective plastic strain and the plastic work done by the reinforcing

- phase due to thermal expansion coefficient mismatch during cooling from the solutionizing

temperature have been calculated in terms of the cooling range, matrix yield strength / elastic

-. constants and the reinforcement volume fraction. These values have been calculated based on

noncontacting plastic zones from adjacent reinforcements for spherical dispersoids, continuous

filaments in plane strain, continuous fibers in non-plane strain and chopped fibers. The

information obtained has been used to relate the degree of accelerated aging with the properties of

the matrix/reinforcement and the reinforcement morphology. It has been assumed that the

reinforcement is incompressible and the matrix is elastic-ideally plastic.

The correlation of the dislocation density with the plastic work done on the matrix due to

deformation is shown in the Appendix.
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HI. TIHERMAL EXPANSION INDUCED STRAIN

Plastic strain imposed on a matrix by a spherical dispersoid or cylindrical fiber during cooling

from elevated temperature requires change in reinforcement radius relative to the matrix. The

thermal history is shown schematically in Figure 2, which includes the nomenclature used for

dispersoid or fiber radius. A conceptual thermal history is postulated which makes use of the fact

that at elevated temperature Ts , restoration processes eliminate dislocations formed during heating

by thermal expansion difference between matrix and reinforcement. Suppose that a spherical

' dispersoid or cylindrical fiber of room temperature radius aD is heated to a temperature Ts . Its

radius changes to aT due to thermal expansion. The reinforcement is then placed in a cavity of

radius aT in a matrix material, thereby producing no plastic strain. This requires the room

temperature matrix cavity radius to be aM , less than aT. Upon cooling to room temperature, the

matrix tries to contract more than the reinforcement because of its higher thermal expansion

- coefficient. This iriduces strain in the matrix and if the difference in the thermal expansion

coefficients is large enough, the matrix becomes plastically deformed with a plastic zone radius c.

Se reinforcement reaches a radius, a, which may range between aM (incompressible matrix) and

aD (incompressible reinforcement). For common MMC, the final radius is very nearly equal to

. aD. It is henceforth assumed that the reinforcement is incompressible.

qThe matrix accommodates a change in radius from aM to a. The relative expansion of the

matrix cavity a/aM may be written in terms of the linear coefficient of thermal expansion of the

. matrix atM and the dispersoid or fiber (XD appropriate for the range of temperature AT Ts -

TRT•

aT = ( D1 DAT)aD (1+ (x,% AT)av,

Solving for a /aM,

. a Z aD/aM = 0 M A ( D, -- -A - D ) AT (1)

The effects of this displacement on the matrix will be considered for the case of spherical

dispersoids as well as continuous and discontinuous cylindrical fibers in the following secuons.

r.
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In all cases, cooling from T to room temperature is assumed to be sufficiently rapid that the extent

of matrix restoration is negligibly small. The extent of relative expansion a/a M is seen to increase

with increasing temperature difference and decreasing reinforcement expansion coefficient. While

a/aM ranges between zero and about 1.0 15, a reasonable range covering most alloy systems and

heat treatments is 1.005 to 1.010. For SiC reinforced 6061 Al matrix composite, a.am is 1.010.

III. REtNFORCEMENT MORPHOLOGY & SOLUTION APPROACH

Four different models were studied. The geometry and method of solution vary for each.

They are:

1. Spherical dispersoids embedded in the matrix
2. Infinitely long cylindrical fibers with the matrix in plane strain
3. Infinitely long cylindrical fibers with the matrix in non-plane strain (Continuous Fibers)

4. Finite cylindrical fibers embedded in the matrix (Discontinuous Fibers).

In each case, a semi-infinite matrix was assumed and a cavity having the shape of the

dispersoid particle or the fiber was assumed to expand under internal pressure generated due to

differential thermal contraction of the matrix and the reinforcing phase. In late stages of each

analysis, reinforcement volume fraction is incorporated by introducing a periodic array of isolated

reinforcement particles. After each model is introduced, the results will be presented.

1. Spherical Dispersoids :

The plastic zone around an expanding spherical cavity in an infinite medium is well

documented. According to the analysis by Hill [161, a plastic zone of radius c forms in a matrix as

a cavity expands from a%, to a. The relationship between these parameters is given by

" (aia\1 )3 1+ { 3(1-v )Ovs(c/a. )-2( 1-2v)cy 31n(c.'aq)i-1]}fE (2)

- where the elastic modulus E, Poisson's ratio v and yield stress cys are matrix values. The

effective plastic strain cPe in a plastic zone of radius c around the dispersoid is a function of radial

distance r only

" Pe = 2>T. (1-v)I(cr) 3 -IlE (3)
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Assuming a periodic cubic array of dispersoids of spacing S in the matrix, giving rise to a

reinforcement volume fraction Vc, the plastic work expended per unit composite mass is given by:

SEm - Ew/pS 3 = 6; (1-v){(c/a) 3 [ln(c/a)-l/3JVc/pE (4) I
where p is the density of the matrix and Ew is the plastic work expended by a single spherical

particle (Ew = fffayseP dV).

The above analysis requires that plastic zones between two adjacent composite particles be
noncontacting. For a cubic array of spherical particles of diameter 2a, spaced a distance S apart, it

has been shown [1 7] that the maximum volume fraction of composite Vcmax for which plastic

zones are noncontacting is estimated to be

Vcmax = {41ta 3 /31/S 3 = (7t/6) (a/c) 3

for the noncontacting constraint S__2c.

When the volume fraction of composite exceeds this value, plastic zones interact. Assuming

that the plasticity analysis is not severely altered by this plastic zone interaction, the deformation

* volume takes the shape of a sphere truncated by six, orthogonal one-base segments. This

condition is valid so long as the undeformed matrix between plastic zones is continuous (S _ c4 2)

and the composite particles themselves do not contact each other (S > 2"a). The mean strain term

E p (-Cep = I P dV) is not considered to change significantly as plastic zones from adjacent
-dispersoids interact, although the expended plastic work per unit composite mass Ewm is greater.

2. Cylindrical Fibers with Matrix in Plane Strain

The plastic zone around an expanding cylindrical cavity in an infinite matrix medium is

somewhat complicated by the fact that the third principal stress (Gz) is not related to the other two

by symmetry considerations, as is true for the spherical case (i.e., c0=c). The cylindrical

solution is therefore sought using the numerical approach outlined by Hill 116), with the additional

simplifying assumption of plane strain (dEz=0). The result of this analysis is a one-to-one

• ' 115
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relationship between a and c (or a/am and c/a), similar to equation 2 for the case of spherical

particles. Also, the plastic strain field may be calculated by the appropriate numerical integration
along the particle path line 1161. The total effective strain may be obtained by summing the

incremental value over the expansion of the cavity from the onset of yielding to the final value and
subsequently subtracting away the elastic component:

Cep= Y Ee E = (2/3) XIarT, (2,3) Yr/E - v/E(5 0 + CY). (5)

Finally, the mean effective plastic strain Pe at any extension of the plastic zone is calculated by a

cylindrical averaging of strain over the plastically deformed volume.

The work associated with plastic deformation E w is obtained in a manner similar to the

method followed for the spherical dispersoid•

E, = c 5 £y. :ePdV = (ys Ee Pl r[(c/a) 2 -1lza2

where z is an arbitrary length dimension parallel to the axis of the fiber. This plastic work term

can be written in terms of the volume fraction of the reinforcement Vc if it is assumed that the

fibers are parallel and spaced on a square array separated by a distance S

Ewm = Ew/S 2 z = yys C'ePVc1(c/a)2 -ll/p (6)

These equations are valid so long as plastic zones do not interact. As for the spherical case, this
corresponds to 2c<5S,

" Vcma( = 7(aS)2 
- 7t(aI2c) 2 = r(a/c) 2 /4 (noninteracting plastic zones) (7)

Beyond this volume fraction, the plastic zone can be treated the same way as the spherical plastic

zone. The interacting plastic zones from the four nearest fibers act to truncate the circular plastic

zone.

3. Infinitely long Cylindrical Fibers with Matrix in Non-Plane Strain

.2' Most continuum mechanics approaches available in the literature either assume plane strain

conditions 118-201 or assume that the axial strain does not vary in the radial direction [16,21!.
While the second assumption is fairly accurate when the fibers are infinite, it is not valid when the
fibers have a finite length. However, finite element analysis allows modelling of the composite

system without any such assumption. Hence, a finite element approach was sought for both fiber

%.4%
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morphologies (infinite and finite) when the matrix is in non-plane strain.

A finite element method (FEM) was used to analyze the stress-strain conditions in a two phase

material system of hard particles embedded in a soft matrix [22-24]. In the following analysis, the

NASA TRANSPORT CODE (NASTRAN) 1251 was used.

The expansion of a thick walled, infinitely long cylinder was modelled as follows. First, it

was assumed that since the cylindrical fiber is infinite in length, the stress and strain distributions

do not vary along the cylinder axis if analyzed sufficiently far from the ends. Hence, only a thin

layer of the matrix around the fiber was analyzed. Furthermore, since there is cylindrical

symmetry around the fiber, it is sufficient to analyze a wedge shaped element to characterize the

entire matrix. This wedge shaped element, shown in Figure 3, was then divided into smaller

volume elements (the finite elements). The model requires that adjacent fibers be sufficiently

spaced so that the strain field of one is not altered by that of another. It was also assumed that the
matrix is elastic-ideally plastic and isotropic.

In the finite element mesh in Figure 3, the points B and B', being at the middle of the fiber (or

"A cavity in the matrix) can move only in the radial direction, while the rest of the nodes can move

both in the radial and the axial directions. A forced displacement, equal to the expansion of the

cavity due to thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the matrix and the fiber, is applied

to B and B' in the radial direction, and to A and A' in both the radial and the axial directions. The

displacement of A and A' in the axial direction is taken to be proportional to the fractional

thickness of the matrix layer being analyzed with respect to the fiber (or cavity) radius. This is

based on the assumption that the matrix has identical coefficients of expansion in the axial and the

radial directions. The rest of the nodes are free to move in the r and z directions independently, ,0

although to maintain the cylindrical symmetry, they are constrained not to move in the 0 direction.

With these constraints, and the assumption of semi-infinite length, the model represents the matrix

around one-half of the fiber.

On application of pre-determined incremental displacements at the nodes A, A', B and B',

NASTRAN calculated the stress, plastic strain and displacement of each node point, and hence the

size of the plastically deformed zone in the matrix. The mean effective plastic strain can once

-S again be determined using the same procedure as before, while the plastic work per unit compoxsite

volume fraction is obtained from equation 6.

1.7
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4. Finite Cylindrical Fibers with the Matrix in Non-plane Strain

The finite element (NASTRAN) approach was once again used to obtain a solution. Two fiber

geometries were chosen with aspect ratios of 1 and 3. As before, cylindrical symmetry prompted
selection of a slice of the matrix with a wedge shaped cross section. However, the modeled part

of the matrix extended from the middle of the fiber to considerably beyond the end, as shown in

Figure 4.

4. As for the infinite non-plane strain solution, predetermined incremental displacements were

applied to the node points at the matrix-fiber interface (A to E). The points on the plane AA'ZZ'

were constrained by symmetry to move only in the r direction, while points E through M for the

same reason moved only in the z direction. All other points moved in r and z directions

independently. Movement in the 0 direction was forbidden to maintain cylindrical symmetry

around the fiber.
The stresses, effective plastic strains and displacements of all the node points were calculated.

The total plastic work due to differential contraction around one fiber is therefore approximated as

Ew = ys I CePrAOArAz (8)

where rAOArAz represents a differential volume of sides rA0, Ar and Az, r being the radial
distance from the z axis to the centroid of the finite element after yielding. The summation is
carried out over all the finite elements around the fiber (or the cavity) which have yielded. If a

N square array of discontinuous but unidirectional cylindrical fibers in the matrix is assumed, and

on average the fibers below start at the same level where the fibers above end (Figure 5), then the

composite volume fraction is still given by Vc 2(a/S) 2. The plastic work per unit mass of the

composite is given by

-Ewm = Ew/(mass of composite) = Ewi(S-z)P (9)

where p is the density of the matrix and z is the average length of the fiber. The plastic work per

unit composite mass per unit fiber volume fraction may be written as

Ewm/Vc Ewm/(S 2 z)p = Ew/( a2z) (10)

J%
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IV. RESULTS AND ISCUSSION OF TilE THEOR TICAl. INVFSTI \TION

Figures 6 through 9 show the results of the theoretical analysis. A non-strain-hardening"

aluminum matrix with an elastic modulus of 68,950 MPa was assumed. The composite with I
spherical reinforcements was analyzed for two matrix yield strengths, viz., 100 and 200 MPa.

Figure 6 is a plot of the elastic-plastic interface relative radius c'a at some point in the

expansion versus the relative matrix expansion a/a\f. The plastic zone size is found to increase

with increasing relative matrix expansion. Since a/aM is proportional to the solutionizing

temperature and the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch (equaton 1), an increase in these

factors increases the plastic zone size. Although the plastic zone size for plane strain cylinders is

greater than that for spheres, for infinitely long cylinders in non-plane strain (continuous fibers)

the plastic zone is smaller. Hence, even if the fibers are very long, the assumption of plane strain

does not closely approximate reality. Figure 6 also shows that for discontinuous fibers, the plastic

zone size at the ends of the fibers is greater than that at the middle. This end-effect is generated

principally because the matrix is constrained more at the end of the fiber than at the middle since

the aspect ratio is more than 1. This makes the plastically deformed zone extend considerably

beyond the fiber end. Also, the sharp corers in the fiber profile act as stress raisers, leading to

more matrix deformation (comer effect). Together, the end and comer effects give rise to a

peanut-shell" shaped plastic zone. For very short fibers (aspect ratio < 1), the end effect is

absent, although the comer effect still plays a role in determining the plastic zone shape. This

makes the plastic zone sizes at the fiber end and middle almost equal, although the matrix is still

plastically deformed beyond the fiber-end. For spherical reinforcements, it is seen that the plastic

zone size decreases with increasing matrix yield strength. Also, the matrix material deforms

-, elastically during the early stages of the expansion, the amount of this elastic expansion being

indicated by the value of a/aNj at which c/a becomes unity. As expected, the elastic displacement

prior to yielding is greater for matrix metals of increasing yield strength.
Figure 7 summarizes the approximate relative plastic zone geometries and sizes for

reinforcements of different morphology.

Figure 8 shows the effective plastic strain c ceP) plotted against the radial distance from the

center of the reinforcement expressed as a fraction of the plastic zone size (r/c). The effective

plastic strain is found to decrease with increasing r/c, and finally vanish at the plastic-elastic zone

boundary (r=c). The intensity of plastic deformation at a particular r.'c increases with increasing
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aspect ratio (sphere through infinitely long cylinder). Also, the effective plastic strain at a

particular value of r/c is greater along the center plane of the fibers of aspect ratio 3 than at the

ends, giving the misleading impression that detrmation is more intense at the center of the fiber.

In actuality, at any radial distance away from the fiber, the effective plastic strain is greater at the

ends than at the middle. The apparent anomaly is due to the fact that in Figure 8, the radial

di,,tance r has been normalized against c, which is larger at the fiber end. Whereas increasing

matrix yield strength decreases the size of the plastic zone around a spherical dispersoid, it

incre:!ses the plastic strain throughout. Once again, the plane strain cylindrical fibers do not

follow the trend and reflect strain values considerably lower than that expected due to infinitely

long cylinders.

Figure 9 is a plot of the ratio Ewm/Vc as a function of matrix cavity expansion a/am. The

plastic work increases with increasing relative matrix expansion. It is found that with increasing

cylinder aspect ratio, the plastic work decreases for the same relative matrix expansion. This is

because the plastic work term is a function of both the strain in the plastic zone and the size of the

zone. Although the effective plastic strain for an infinitely long cylinder is greater than for a

sphere, the plastic zone size is smaller, resulting in a smaller net plastic work. However, when

the aspect ratio of the cylinder is decreased to a finite value at constant a/aM, Ewm/V c is found to

increase. This is principally due to large end effects resulting from the greater fiber expansion

axially than radially. The comer effect, resulting from greater stress concentration at fiber corners

also contributes to a greater E m/v For a constant fiber vlume fraction, the longer the fiber,als cntibuestoa geaerw C.

the more plastically deformed are zones at the fiber ends, and hence the greater is E m.

Decreasing the aspect ratio will decrease the size of the plastically deformed zone at the fiber-end,

thereby resulting in a decrease in E m" This is evident from Figure 9, where decreasing the
.-

aspect ratio from 3 to I makes Ewm/Vc taper off slightly. The balance between a bigger plastic

zone size and a smaller plastic strain fortuitously makes the plastic work for the plane strain

cylinder almost coincident with that for the non-plane strain infinite cylinder, although neither the
strains nor the plastic zone sizes are the same in the two cases. Spherical reinforcements yield an

E wm/Vc value that is intermediate between finite and infinite fibers. For spherical reinforcements,

it is seen that the extent of plastic work is greater for stronger matrix metals above a relative matrix

expansion (a/aM) of about 1.005. Below that value, the 100 %1Pa matrix yields a greater Ewm, \C

This is because a weaker matrix yields earlier, but less plastic work is done on it, resulting in
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lower Ewm/V c values at a greater a/a%.

The preceding discussion elucidates sever'd important points. First. the plastically deformed

zone in the matrix for spherical dispersoids is larger than that for continuous fibers. For

-'' discontinuous fibers, the size of the plastic zone is bigger at the ends, but smaller at the middle of

the fibers. Second, the intensity of deformation in the plastic zone, reflected by the effective
. plastic strain, increases with increasing aspect ratios. Third, the plastic work is greatly dependent

on the end effect, and hence is very sensitive to the aspect ratio. Fourth, the yield strength of the

matrix affects the plastic work term and hence accelerated aging, although the dependence changes

with the solutionizing temperature and the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the

matrix and the dispersoid. And finally, based on the information obtained from Figures 6 and 8, it

• .is seen that the assumption of plane strain is not valid, even in a continuous fiber reinforced

NIMC.

Size Effect of Particulates or Fibers

One feature of the models used in this study is that the absolute size of the reinforcements

" does not affect the plastic work term so long as their shape and volume fraction are constant. In

other words, two composites, one with smaller reinforcements and the other with larger

reinforcements, will be equally effective in producing plastic deformation so long as the aspect

ratios and the volume fractions are the same. While a larger diameter leads to a larger plastic zone,

the relative plastic zone size (c, a) and the plastic zone geometry remain the same since no

assumption of fiber size has been incorporated in any of the models. And since the effective

-- plastic strain ceP is a function of only the relative radial distance (r/a) besides material properies

and the cooling range (AT), the contribution of cP to the plastic work (equation 8) will be 'he

same for composites of different sized reinforcements.

For the case of a coarser fiber, the plastic zone size will be proportionately bigger, there v

generating a greater total plastic work. But if the fiber volume fractions (Vc), given by

" Vc = nta 2z/(S 2 z) = vf/(S 2z) (vf = volume of a fiber)

..- are the same in both composites, an increase in vI- will lead to a proortionate increase in the tiber

spacing term S2 z. Hence, the plastic work per unit mass of the composite Ewm (equation 9) will

" be the same in both composites. The same is true for sphencal dispersoids. This is clear from
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equation 4, which shows that the plastic work per unit composite mass depends only on material

properties, the ratio c/a and the dispersoiu volume fraction Vc.

One implication of this observation is that when companng the relative effectiveness of,. tor

,'.*... instance, spherical dispersoids and fibers of a certain aspect ratio in producing matnx delot nat1 n.,

it does not matter whether the spheres and the fibers have the same individual size, so long is !he

two composites have the same volume fraction of the reinforcing phase.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT OF TIE RESULTS

Aging curves were generated for monolithic 6061 aluminum and composites with 10 and 30

volume percent of randomly oriented discontinuous SiC fibers of aspect ratios ranging from I to

20 (Figure 10). Increasing the volume fraction of SiC decreases the time to peak hardness. This

is reasonable as a higher volume fraction yields a greater plastic work, thereby leading to more

S.accelerated aging.

To demonstrate the applicability of the foregoing models, two conceptual N\vMCs consisting o

6061 aluminum containing 10 and 30 volume percent of SiC fibers of aspect ratio 3 were

analyzed. The plastic work terms, calculated assuming a solutionizing temperature of 530')C,

were converted into an equivalent plastic tensile strain cP for a matrix density of 2.7 Mg. m. and a

yield strength of 200 MPa as follows

Ew m = Gy p/p = 74000 P mJ/gm

The Table lists the results of these calculations, together with the input data. It is seen that the

- equivalent effective plastic strain for the composite with 10 v/o SiC is 0.36%, while for that with

30 vo SiC is at least 1.07%. These figures were calculated on the basis of our model with

.. non-interacting plastic zones. However, for the 30 v/o SiC composite, in which the plastic zones

do interact, the outer peripheries of the plastic zones with lower effective strain overlap with

adjacent zones. This raises the plastic work per unit composite volume fraction, and hence the

equivalent tensile strain to a value greater than that calculated for non-interacting zones, viz.,

1.07%. These equivalent tensile strain values obtained above compare favorably with the order of"

strains known to accelerate aging in aluminum alloys. Specifically, uniform elongations of one to

two percent have been shown to affect the aging characteristics of nondispersoid bearing

aluminum 1261.
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In order to verifv the effect of plastic deformation on the rate of a,_in_,. three monolithic 6061

aluminum samples (Tvs = 150 MPa, p = 2.7Mg m3 ) were ,olutionized at 5300 C, quenched, and

subjected to tensile strains of 0.25%, 1.2% and 2% respectiek. The samples were then aged at

205oC. As expected. the time to peak hardness decreased with increasing plastic work. This is

illustrated by Figure II (solid line). Also indicated are data for the two composites. showing the

•. time to peak hardness as a function of the calculated specific plastic work. Based on these results.

the models for accelerated aging tend to underestimate the expended plastic work. One cause is

/-., that the model assumes parillel, evenly spaced fibers of aspect ratio 3 with non-interactng plastic

zones, although in the actual samples these conditions %,ere not satislied. The increasing anomaly

at hiher fiber volume traction is expected since the plastic zones sturt interacting, leading to a

greater degree of plastic .ork than predicted.

V\I. C ON U-1. US I)

A method has been presented tor modeling deformation zone formation arsing from

differential thermal conuaction in a metal-matnix composite. The problem was considered for a

periodic array of spherical or cylindrical renfOrcements. In the case of cylindrical fibers, different

* aspect ratios were treated, and both plane and non-plane strain conditions were analyzed.

In the analysis of the matrix plastic zone around a fiber, the usual simplifying assumptions of

plane strain and'or infinitely long fiber do not correctly represent the deformation of the matrix

" around a finite fiber. When the fiber has a finite aspect ratio, the ends of the fiber have the effet

of increasing the plastic deformation of the matrix, thereby leading to a peanut-shell snaped plastic

• zone. The effective plastic strain was found to increase \.ith ncrcaing particulate aspect ratio, the

spheres generating the lowest plastic strains and the infinitel, Iong cylinders generating the

highest. However, the plastic work done on the matrix, which is a function of both the plastic

strain and the zone size, was found to be the greatest for fibers )I long but finite aspect ratio, since

the net plastic zone size per unit re:ntorcement vClume fraction is the largest in this case and the
strain level is also high seccnd onl% to the infiitel nh,g fibers in non-plane strain, which give a

very small plastic zone IThe large plastic zone arises due to end and comer effects resulting from

the comers in the fiber profile and the high matrix constraint at the end of the fiber, respectil\ ,

\which in turn result in a larger and more intcnse plastic /one It a,, also found that for all

cWumposit" morphl2g ec, the pla'.!ic % ,,irk expencd h% the matri \crea',es %kith increasing

5J-



solutionizing temperature and increasing thermal expansion coefficient mismatch.

Hence, it is concluded that the factors that exacerbate accelerated aging are (1) large cookl:n,,

range. (2) large thermal expansion coefficient mirsmatch, (3) large remnforcement volume fraction

and (4) large but finite aspect ratio fibers. Decreasing the fiber aspect ratio to unity or less reduces,

the matrix constraint at the fiber-end although the comer effect is still present, thereby decreasing

qthe expended plastic work, and nence accelerated aging.

It is also concluded that the particle or fiber size should not affect the aging rate so long as

there is a constant volume fraction of the second phase in the matrix. Hence, while comparing the

relative effectiveness of differently shaped particulates in producing matrix deformation, the

volumes of the particulates need not be identical.

The role of matix yield strength is somewhat complicated hy elastic effects. Weak matrices,

yield quickly but accumulate strain at a slower rate than stronger matrices. Therefore, it is not

." pos,,ible to predict a prion whether a change in matrix yield stren,th v, i1 enhance or inhibit

accelerated aging. For the aluminum matrix s,,tem described here, accelerated aging is enhanced

by making the matrix stronger.
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APPENDIX

When a body is deformed, most of the plastic work done, Ew , is dissipated, while the rcst 

stored as residual strain energy Es. E5 may be written as a fraction ofE as

I.- f Ew,

where f is of the order of 0.1 [27-311. Neglecting the effect of increased point defects, the

residual stored energy may be equated to the increase in dislocation energy (AUdisl) which can be

expressed as

AUdisl - 0xAl G b2

,. % here Al = increase in total dislocation length

G = shear modulus of the material

b Burgers vector
-.

and (1 = a constant.

UBL1t A, - VAp

- I hcre Ap increase in dislocation density due to pla,tic dclfr(inwtion

and V -olume of the body.

[fence FV G b
2

and sinceE w = E.sf- VGh 2Ap f.

Thus, the plastic work done is proportional to the increase in dislocation density due to plastic

.- dctrmation. In the context of this vrk, Ew is the plastic %,ork done on the matrix due to

differential thermal contraction rmm the solutionizing temperature.

. . . .
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rable• Expended Plastic Work and Equivalent Plastic Strain for an Aluminum Matrix reinforced
with 10 and 30 volume percent Silicon Carbide fibers having an aspect ratio of 3.

a/aM  Cmax/a Nature of Ew m  Equivalent

(vol. %) Plastic Zones (mJ/gm) Tensile Strain,%*

10 1.010 1.9 Non-interacting 26.451 0.36

30 1.010 1.9 Interacting 79.353 1.07 minimum

Data for Aluminum matrix '5's= 200 MPa, E = 68950 MPa, v = 0.33, p 2.7 Mg/m 3,

' =24 x 10-6 C - 1 AT = 505 oc

Data tor SiC fibers (D= 3.8 x 10- 6 oCl, Ar (aspect ratio) = 3,

Vcmax ( Non-interacting plastic zones) = ir(aicmax)2/4 = 21.7 %

(Equation 7)

• * Ihc uniaxial plastic strain necessary to impart the plastic work equialcnt to Ewm to a monolithic
matnx. For the above data. t:P (equivalent) E' m '(74,00) tinl/oi).
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MATRIX WITH MATRIX WITH
CAVITY DISPERSOID DISPERSOID

,:.'.

L. ,...a- a

T TS. aE

2aM 2~ a.

Figure 2 A schematic of the composite solutionizing cycle, showing matrix, composite
and reinforcement radii at room temperature TRT and at the solutionizing
temperature Ts.
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WEDGE SHAPED ELEMENT C

D'

I

z

'a!

IA Nr= 1 r=2 r=20a

z- 1 I I I I I III I I
-.- l l l l I I7 -A C C ,'

B,B' D,D'

Figure 3 •The finite element gridwork used to model non-plane strain infinite length
cylindrical fibers, showing a perspective view as well as the plan and
elevation views of the wedge shaped matrix element.
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Figure 5 Composite with discontinuous unidirectional fibers arranged in a square
array such that the ends of fibers in the lower array lie on the same plane as
fiber ends on the upper array.
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Figure 6 Ratio of plastic zone radius to reinforcement radius (c/a) versus the relative
matrix expansion (a/aM) for SiC reinforced aluminum (see Table for material
parameters) with the reinforcement aspect ratios indicated in parentheses. An

increase in a/aM produced by an increase in (caM-CcD)AT (see equation 1)
. increases the plastic zone size for all reinforcement geometries. Decreasing

matrix yield strength results in an increased plastic zone size as indicated by
the curves for spherical reinforcements in matrices of yield strengths of 100
and 200 MPa.
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Figure 9 A plot of the expended plastic work per unit composite mass per unit
reinforcement volume fraction (E-wm/Vc) as a function of relative mat-ix
expansion (a/aM) for SIC reinforced aluminum (see Table for material
parameters). Ewrn/Vc increases with increasing a/aM. While weaker
matrices yield earlier, they require less plastic work, resulting in smaller
Ew r/Vc values at larger a/aM, as evident from the curves for spherical
reinforcements in matrices of yield strengths of 100 and 200 MPa.
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*Figure I1 I nfluence of expended matrix plastic work on the aging characteristics of
6061 aluminum. Open symbols represent monolithic 6061 plastically
strained by varying amounts after solutionizing and quenching. The closed

-- 0symbols represent 6061S Cs containing 10 and 30 v/o reinforcement.
S. Te extent of plastic work calculated from the model for the M C is low

relative to that required to produce the same time to peak hardness in the
monolithic alloy.
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L.IST OF SYMBOLSI.

T solutioizing temperature of matrix
TRT = room temperature
aD = radius of the free reinforcement at room temperature

aT = reinforcement or matrix cavity radius at Ts
aM - radius of the free matnx cavity at room temperature
a - radius of the constrained matrx or reinforcement in the composite
c = radius of the plastically deformed zone in the matrix
r any arbitrarv, radial distance from the center of the reinforcement
z - length of fiber
CD - thermal expansion coefficient of reinforcement

* -NI thermal expansion coefficient of matrix

-- matnx vield strength

E' matrix Young s modulus

v = matrix Poisson s ratio

) - matrix density

e = effective plastic strain in the matrix

EC E elfective elastic strain in the matrix

eT = effective total strain in the matrixme
S = spacing between adjacent fibers in a cubic array
Vc = volume fraction of reinforcement in the composite

Ew  = plastic work expended in the deformation of the matrix by a single
reinforcement

Ewm expended plastic work per unit composite mass per unit reinforcement
volume fraction

o = matrix stress in the 0 direction in cylindrical or spherical coordinates

- matrix stress in the 0 direction in sphencal coordinates

Gz = matrix stress in the axial direction of the fiber in cylindrical coordinates
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FIGURE C.*\ITIO)NS

*e..
Figure 1 " Direct comparison of the aging characteristics of 6061 aluminum with and

without B 4 C reinforcement. The aging responses are similar except that the

reinforced material ages faster (ref. 1).

Figure 2 A schematic of the composite solutionizing cycle, showing matrix, composite
and reinforcement radii at room temperature TRT and at the solutionizing

temperature Ts.

.Fi,-gure 3 The finite element gndwork used to model non-plane strain infinite length

cvlindncal fibers, showing a perspective view as well as the plan and
elevation views of the wedge shaped matrix element.

Ft-2re 4 The finite element gridwork used to model finite length cylindrical fibers.
The gndwork was developed as part of the NASTRAN analysis. The
gridwork shown was used to model a fiber of aspect ratio (length/diameter)
three. The aspect ratio one reinforcement was modeled by eliminating layers
1,2,4 and 5.

* Figure 5 Composite with discontinuous unidirectional fibers arranged in a square
array such that the ends of fibers in the lower array lie on the same plane as
fiber ends on the upper array.

Figure 6 Ratio ut plastic zone radius to reinforcement radius (c. a) versus the relative

matrix expansion (,i 1) for SiC reinforced aluminum (see Table for matenal

q parameters) with the reintorcement aspect ratios indicated in parentheses. An S

increase in a'a% produced by an increase in (C(M-M D)AT (see equation 1)

increases the plastic zone size for all reinforcement geometries. Decreasing
matrix yield strength results in an increased plastic zone size as indicated by
the curves for spherical reinforcements in matrices of yield strengths of 100
and 200 %lPa.

Figure 7 Relative plastic zone size and shape (dark area) as a function of reinforcement
particle shape (light area) for the geometries studied.

.5. Figure 8 Radial distribution of plastic strain (EeP) away from the reinforcement for

SiC reinforced aluminum (see Table for material parameters). For all
geometries the plastic strain is greatest at the reinforcement-matrix interface
(r/c=,'c) and decreases to zero at the elastic-plastic interface (r/c= ).
Whereas decreasing the yield strength increases the plastic zone size (Fig.6),
the plastic strain at a given r/c decreases, as shown for spherical
reinforcements in matrices of yield strengths of 100 and 200 MPa_
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Figure 9 A plot of the expended plastic work per unit composite mass per unit
reinforcement volume fraction (Ewm/Vc) as a function of relative matrix

.w.

-expansion (a/aM) for SiC reinforced aluminum (see Table for material
parameters). E m/V increases with increasing a/a M1 . While weakerw c
matrices yield earlier, they require less plastic work, resulting in smaller
Em/Vc values at larger a/a M, as evident from the curves for spherical

reinforcements in matrices of yield strengths of 100 and 200 MPa.

Figure 10 Aging curves for 6061 aluminum without and with reinforcement with 10
and 30 volume percent SiC whiskers. The solutionizing temperature was
530 0 C (AT = 5050 C). The time to peak hardness decreases with increasing
volume fraction.

Figure 11 Influence of expended matrix plastic work on the aging characteristics of
6061 aluminum. Open symbols represent monolithic 6061 plastically
strained by varying amounts after solutionizing and quenching. The closed
symbols represent 6061-SiC MMCs containing 10 and 30 v/o reinforcement.
The extent of plastic work calculated from the model for the MMC is low
relative to that required to produce the same time to peak hardness in the
monolithic alloy.
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A Theoretical and Experimental Study of 6061 Al-SiC MMC
to Identify the Operative Mechanism for Accelerated Aging

I. Dutta and D. L. Bourell

'. I. Introduction

It has been proposed [11 that accelerated aging in Metal Matrix Composites (MMC)

iv a result of the increased dislocation density adjacent to the reinforcement. Increased

dislocation densities next to the reinforcement were reported by several authors 12, 31, and

it was found to be at least 1013/m2. In the current work, 6061 Aluminum MMC reinforced

with 10 v/o SiC fibers of variable aspect ratio (of the order of 5 to 25) was observed under

the transmission electron microscope to study its precipitation behavior. Next, to determine

the relative contributions of the dislocation or the residual stresses generated in the matrix

due to differential thermal contraction, a theoretical model was developed to predict the rate

of precipitation in the residual stress field of the matrix. This rate was then compared to the

rate of precipitation due to an array of edge dislocations as predicted by Ham [41. Finally,

as at means to determine experimentally the contribution of the elastic stress field,

monolithic 6061 Al specimens were plastically strained in uniaxial tension to match the

matrix plastic work done in the composite material (as predicted in 11]) and then unloaded

to believe the elastic strain. Differential scanning calorimetery was then done to obtain the

activation energy for precipitation, and the result was compared to that of the composite.

II. Transmission Electron Microscopy

Observation using a JEOL 200 CX TEM at 200KV revealed a high dislocation

denity adjacent to the fibers of heat treated materials (Fig. 1). In the peak hardened

material, the heavily dislocated areas next to the fibers show a high density of precipitate

needles tFigs. 2a and 2b). The precipitate needles are oriented along the <100> of the
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aluminum lattice and are the first signs of zone formation in b061. Some of the needles arc

found to have thickened into P' (transition Mg 2Si), also oriented along < 100>. Figure 3

shows dislocations very close to the fiber-matrix interface, laced with needles and some

rods. Figures 4a and 4b show two separate areas of overaged composite, one close to a

fiber, and the other away from it. One of the grains in Fig. 4a, oriented in the proper 2-

beam condition for viewing dislocations, reveals a considerably higher dislocation density

closer to the fiber than away from it. It is also seen that the general density of Mg 2Si

platelets (the black patches) is higher in the area next to the fiber (Fig. 4a). Fig. 4b

represents the area of a triple grain boundary.

These TEM observations indicate strongly that zone and 3' formation initiates on

dislocations and the higher dislocation density generated next to the reinforcement while

quenching from the solutionizing temperature is the principal contributor to accelerated

* aging.

Ill. Relative Effectiveness of dislocations and residual stresses

It has been reported 151 that the general sequence of precipitation in 6061 Aluminum

is: supersaturated solid solution -- vacancy-silicon clusters -4 vacancy rich Coherent Al-

Mg-Si GP zones -- disordered, partially coherent <1 0 0 >AI needle shaped phase

ordered, partially coherent <100>A! needles -- semicoherent, hexagonal (a = 7.05 A c -

4.05 A) rods - semichoerent, hexagonal (a = 7.05 A, c = 12.15 A) rods -- equilibrium [3-

Mg2Si platelets. Thomas 161 also reported that the first indication of aging in Al-Mg-Si

alloys is formation of Si clusters.

Since Si clustering is the first step in precipitation, its rate was studied theoretically

in the residual stress field of the composite matrix, and then compared to its rate on an ana\

of edge dislocations. -.

*0.
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a. Si clustering in the residual stress field of matrix

Finite Element Analysis of a 6061 Al matrix reinforced with SiC fibers of a finite

ai'pect ratio revealed the hydrostatic matrix residual stress to be compressive at the fiber-

" matrix interface. It climbed to a maximum (tensile) value at the interface of the plastically

do and elastically deformed zones in thce matrix, and then tapered off to zero gradually. this is

,,1mtw'n in ilre S at the middle of A fine-r cnf anect ratio " The n ire of the hyrostart'ic

"-. stres distribution is consistent with that calculated by Evans and Ruhle 171 for a spherical

reinforcement.

Since Si forms a substitutional solid solution with Al, its distortion field in the

*] aluminum lattice can be assumed to be roughly spherical. Hence, the driving force of

stress-assisted diffusion of Si in A) is relief of hydrostatic stresses [8,91. Si has an atomic

radius of 1-18 A, and Al has an atomic radius of 1.43 A. Hence the Si atoms will tend to

diffuse towards the region of compressive residual stress, i.e., the reinforcement interface.

U But as Si diffuses to the interface, a concentration gradient builds up, opposing the stress

assisted diffusion. The problem thus becomes one of diffusion in two opposing fields.

The equation of continuity is given by:

- D V. (Vp+ V) (1)

SIcrc p(r,t) -concentration of Si in the matrix as a function of time and distance from the

fiber-matrix interface

D -diffusivity of Si in Aluminum

3 l/kT where k Boltzmann's const., T = absolute temperature

V interaction energy of the Si atom and the hydrostatic stress field

rSi - rAl 34n rAi oh1(r
' rAl

%°%
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where rsi = radius of the Si atom, rAI = radius of the A] atom and h = hydrostatic stress as I
a function of distance.

The diffusion of Si towards the fiber-matrix interface will continue till the

concentration P attains a steady state. At any instant t, P can be obtained as a function of

the radial distance r by solving equation (1) numerically. The instantaneous profile of p is

.,hown in Figure 6. At any instant t, the amount of Si clustering is given by:

rr 0(t)

W(t) = p27rdr- p0 [I{r 0(t)} -I (2)

r= 1 (inteface)

and the fraction of total Si clustered is given by:

x")W(t) W(t)
W(t) r=r 0(t)

f p2lrdr- p0 r {r 0(t)} -11

-' where t. time taken by the concentration gradient to reach steady state. W(t) and X(t)

were obtained by numerical integration after obtaining P as a function of r at different t's.

the result is shown in Figure 7, where X(t) is plotted against t for Si clustering in

Aluminum at 100"C (curve A).

b. Silicon clustering on a regular array of edge dislocations

Following [iam 141, a regular array of edge dislocations within a cylinder of radius

r, can be replaced by a single dislocation of effective capture radius R at the center of the

cylinder. rs is chosen such that rs = (Fp) 1 2, where p1 = the dislocation density in the

S'i matrix. The fraction precipitated can then be expressed in terms of the lowest root (X0 ) of

.'
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an Eigenfunction expansion as follows:

X(t) = 1 - exp (-XO2 Dt) (4)

except at very small t. Here

D = diffusivity of Si in Al and

X6 M(2rs 2) [In (rs/R) - 3/51-1.

Assuming a matrix dislocation density of 1013/m2 and a temperature of 100"C, X(t)

was plotted against t in Figure 7 (curve B).

Comparing curves A and B in Figure 7, it is seen that the rate of Silicon clustering

"*" in Aluminum is at least one order of magnitude faster in an array of edge dislocations (P_ =

101 3/m2) than in the residual sn-en field of the fiber at 100 C. Hence, it is inferred that the

more rapid mechanism will dominate; that is, the high density of dislocations, and not the

elastic strenfield of the fiber, is principally responsible for accelerated aging.

SI V. Calorime Study

Differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) scans were run on three samples: (i) an

unstrained monolithic 6061 Al specimen (ii) a monolithic 6061 Al specimen, plstically

strained to 0.36% after solutionizing and before aging, and (iii) a 6061 Al - 1Ov/o SiC

MMC. All samples were solutionized at 530 C for 1 hour and water quenched before the

test. the 0.36% plastic strain was imparted to the solutionized and quenched monolithic

sample in uniaxial tension to match the calculated plastic work for the composite sample

(assuming a fiber aspect ratio of 3) 111. A typical DSC scan plot is shown for the

composite material for a scan rate of 20 C/min. in Figure 8. The first exothemic peak was

tentatively identified by electron microscopy as f' (transition Mg 2Si) rod formation. The

-' second exothermic peak is for equilibrium N-Mg2Si formation, and the final endothernic

peak is for P-Mg 2Si dissolution.

For analysis, the first exothermic peak was chosen. Figure 9 shows a TEM

imicrograph of the control 6061 Al alloy, solutionized, quenched, heated at 10 C/in. to
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the end of the first peak, followed by cooling in flowing N2. It is seen that the matrix is

filled with rods and some plates, giving rise to streaking in the <100> direction in the

diffraction pattern. This is consistent witi; the literature 161, which reports the rods to be

'-Mg 2Si and the plates to be 1-Mg2Si. Hence it is tentatively inferered that the first DSC

peak is for 13' formation. However, some plates have also formed, probably because the

cooling rate was not fast enough.

The DSC data were converted into precipitated fraction versus temperature plots by

partial area integration of the first exothermic peak, and then the activation energies for

overall 3' precipitation were calculated by making a plot of ln[(Tp-To)/Q vs. 1/Tp [10,11I

in Figure 10. Here Tp is the peak temperature, To is the starting temperature of the DSC

scan, and Q is the heating rate. It is seen from Figure 10 that while the activation energies

for overall precipitation in the plastically strained monolithic alloy and the composite are

almost the same (-21,000 cal/mol), the activation energy for 13' precipitation in the

unstrained monoithic alloy is considerably higher (-24,400 cal/mol). This once again leads

to the conclusion that the dislocated matrix of the plastically strained 6061 Al and the
;.%

composite matrix are equally conducive for 13' precipitation, while the unstrained 6061

matrix is much unfavorable. Hence it is inferred that matrix dislocations are the principal

contributors to accelerated aging in MMCs.

V. Conclusions S

In this article, evidence is given to substantiate a dislocation mechanism for

accelerated aging in precipitation hardening MMC, in deference to a residual stress

mechanism. The material system was 6061 Al-SiC. It was shown theoretically that Si

clustering, the first step in the aging process, is driven by dislocation enhanced diffusion

more than the residual stress. A calorimetric study showed that the activation energy forp.-

aing of the MMC is identical to the activation energy for a uniaxially strained (and

150.
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unloaded) monolithic alloy, both of which are lower than the activation energy of the

annealed monolithic alloy.
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Figure 1: SIC fiber ends with adjacent dislocation
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Figure 3: A SIC fiber end with adjacent dislocations laced with
precipitate needles in the peak hardened material,
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Figure 9: A plot of in I('p-To) QI s I [lp obtained froni I )SCscans at different heating rates. The slope of this curve
Sgives the overall activation energy of P'-precipitation. It
is seen that the unstrained 6061 has a considerably higher
activation energy than the composite or the plastically
strained 6061 alloy.
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Appendix K*

HIGH ENERGY-IlIGI1 RATE POWD'R PROCESSING "
OF AlUMINUM-SIICON CARBIDE

MI'Al .-MATR IX COMI)SITES

G. Elkabir. C. Persad and If. I.. Marcus

Approach

This study presents the results of an attempt to prepare optimized AI/SiC metal-

matrix composites by incorporating SiC powders in an Al matrix while retaining the fine

matrix microstructure obtained from the rapidly solidifed aluminum powders. To achieve

this goal, a novel high energy-high rate type of processing was applied. The approach

used a homopolar generator as the power source to supply a very short, high-current

discharge pulse which when combined with an applied stress consolidates the powders

compacts. The powder mixture is contained in an electrically insulated die and rapidly

densified and metallurgically bonded due to the pulse resistive heating produced at

interparticle interfaces, with total heating time of about one second. The material systems

that were processed include several types of high-strength P/M aluminum alloys; X7091,

C'1/67, 7064 and a high temperature AI-8% Fe-4% Ce alloy, combined with various types

igrades of discontinuous silicon carbide with both oa-hexagonal and 13-cubic crystal

structure.

This study focused on a detailed fundamental study of the

pro'essing/microstructure/property relationships, conducted in P/M SiC/Al composites

with particular interest in microstructural evolution in the powder matrix, and in evaluation

of the chemical nature of the metal (Al) -ceramic (SIC) interface. The interface bond

characteristics have been correlated to the fracture properties of these materials. The

*l)etails of this work are documented in a Phi) dtsselrtlion. Reference: G. HLkabir,

I ligh Energy-Iligh Rate Powder Pr in' of Alumin um Shit Cbtd, rbXldMetaI-Mat x

Composites. The University of Tcxas at Autin, August. 19X7
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microstructure and the phases that evolved during the consolidation were referenced to that

of the microstructures of the pre-consolidated powders. The influence of the oxide present

*" on powder particle surfaces have been examined and related to post-consolidation

prIopert ics

Rcsults

1. Powder Characterization.

. The Al alloy particles are irregular in shape with a microstructure consisting of

primary dendrites characterized by 0.5 lai arm-spacing, surrounded by an intercellular

solute-rich phase network. Most of the particle surfaces are covered with an oxide layer

" -" approximately 70 thick. This oxide is rich in Al, Mg and 0 with smaller amounts of

elemental Si.

i The silicon carbide powder particles were covered with SiOt, type of oxide with

* some minor impurities such as P, Cl, S, Fe and Al. The a-SiC powder was analyzed by

" X ray diffraction and found to be composed of two polytypes, belonging to the hexagonal

system: Moissanite-611 SiC 1I and the 814 variants. In addition, the powder is not pure

* , (x-single phase but contains some small amounts of P3-phase SiC. The P-phase SiC was

* .. categorized as (SiC) 8F polytype, belonging to the cubic system. This type of powder

contains also some amount of elemental carbon which was identified as the graphite - 411

polytype.

2. Microstructure.

Processing/structure/property correlations have shown specific input energy and

applied pressure to be crucial in controlling the type of microstructure and properties

obtained from the consolidated materials. Energy inputs of 400 kJ/kg to 2,500 kJ/kg at

-, applied pressures of 100 N1Pa to 450 MPa have resulted in consolidated forms with
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densities of 85% to 99% of theoretical, accompanied by a hardness value as high as 88 Rb.

For low energy compaction (up to about 800 kJ/kg) the consolidated material has a low

density (_ 88% of theoretical) and can be still considered to be a green compact. At higher

• compaction energies (up to 2,500 kJ/kg) densities greater than 95% of the theoretical valuc

have been achieved. At the highest energy input some interparticle melting assists in

densification. The hardness and strength increases with the measured density except for

. the very low density consolidated material which can be regarded as a nearly green compact

and therefore the hardness readings are not conclusive.

This high energy-high rate powder consolidation process proved to be capable of,

,] retaining, to a large extent, the original fine microstructure of the rapid solidified rate Al

powders. No excessive increase in the size of the microstructural features was observed.

At the low specific energy input (-400 kJ/kg) the consolidated X7091 Al has a fine,

dendrite structure with copper-rich and cobalt-rich phases primarily in the interdendritic

i regions. This morphology is very similar to that of the as-received powder which has a p

dendrite-arm spacing of approximately 0.5 gim. Occasionally a cobalt-rich dispersoid

- phase was found within a dendrite arm. The intermediate energy input specimens

800 kJ/kg) show the beginning of solute-particles at the margins of the prior

interdendritic regions. Most of the prior interdendritic regions are transformed to small

". angle grain boundaries. Microdiffraction from both sides of these boundaries indicates a

misolientation angle of less than 5 degrees. At high energy input (-,2.500 kJ/kg) the

material becomes partially recrystallized. It has a fine substructure with cobalt-rich

insoluble particles (dispersoids) decorating the small angle boundaries. Most of !he

dispersoids were found to be based on the (Co, Fe)2 A19 phase with Co:Fe ratio of about

4:1. The (Co, Fe)2 A19 particles are essentially spherical in shape with a size in the range ol

0.05-0.2 p.m. Other types of dispersoids such as Al7 Co Cu2 have also been identified in

the consolidated X7091 Al. A large fraction of the copper-rich phases seem to have been

dissolved during the highest energy pulses as almost all the remaining particles are
16
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(Co, Fe)2 Al 9. Elemental microanalysis of the matrix showed that no significant amount of

cobalt and iron is present, indicating that these elements have been almot completely

precipitated out of the matrix. No significant coarsening of the dispeI "old" %%a os( hser\ cJ"

In almost all cases the precipitates were incoherent with respect to the matrix. The lack of

coarsening is attributed to the relatively short time at temperature and the low solubility of

the elements in the Al alloys limiting the solute flux between particles. TEM analysis of

thin foils of 7064 Al consolidated material revealed that the intercellular regions have a

glassy characteristic with some microcrystallinity, identified as Y - A1203 or MgAI 20 4 -

spinel.

The microstructure of the Al-matrix in CW67 AI-MMCs consists of fine primary

dendrites, bounded by an intercellular network enriched with Zn, Mg, and Cu. Most of the

insoluble particles were identified as (Ni,Fe)2 Al 9 having similar morphology to the

(Co.:e)2 Al9 identified in the X7091 Al. MMCs (CW67 + cc - SiCp) which were

. consolidated at the highest energy level (> 2,500 kJ/kg) revealed fine, needle-shaped

precipitates in the CW67 Al matrix. These precipitates were identified as the metastable,

partially coherent, 71'-phase, which possesses an orientation relationship with respect to the

Al-matrix along the I 1111 direction. This structural feature is consistent with a rapid

heating to a high temperature, following by fast cooling, similar to a solution heat treat and

quench cycle. Good bonding was found to exist at the interface between the ceramic phase

and the Al-matrix, as observed in TEM. This interface is continuous with thickness of

about 100 ,.

3. Interface Analysis

Surface and interface studies of several of the AI/SiC MMC systems were

conducted using Auger-electron spectroscopy. In general. the fracture path of all MMCs

Ir was found to be associated with an oxide layer, rich in Mg (predominantly). Al, 0 and C iI

the "graphitic" form containing small amounts of elemental Si and S. This oxide layer is InI

the form of mixed crystalline ternary or quarternary oxides of unknown stoichiometrv as
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well as complex oxide glass. The complex oxide phase apparently involves the existence

of a spinel - MgA1204 compound, but the thin layers were difficult to analyze. For MMC

samples which were post-consolidated heat treat (300 'C for 1 hour) the oxide thickness

associated with the fracture path was increased. This observation could be linked to the

,glomeration of the interparticle oxide layer found when tensile specimens were heat

treated in the same manner. As inert ion sputtering of the fracture surface proceeds toward',

a SiC particle, the peak signal associated with MgOx was diminished, while more

AlO,/AlCy ("carbidic") mixture phase was observed. It was also observed that the signal

.' associated with the AICy increased as the peak associated with the AlO, decreases as

- sputtering further continued towards the SiC particle. Sputtering towards the Al-matrix

revealed a mixture of AlOx/AlCy ("graphitic") with a high concentration of Cu, Zn and Si

(elemental) at the beginning of the sputtering. The final stage involved a significant

reduction in the oxygen content and simultaneously an increase in the metallic Al peak as

determined by Al peak shape and energy. A schematic pictoral representation of the

characteristics of this interface is given in Figure 1.

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be made from the research reported in this work:

1. Al/SiC discontinuous composites with densities of up to 99% of the theoretical

density were made in a processing time of about one second, using a high energy-high rate

powder consolidation method. In densities greater than 95% of the theoretical, some vcrN

-ocl interparticle melting contributes to densification at the highest energy level.

2. Several MMC systems have been successfully consolidated, including two

different Al-matrices (X7091, CW67 and AI-8% Fe-4% Ce alloys) with various type and

grades of discontinuous silicon carbide reinforcement (both whisker and particulates) in

vOlume fraction of up to 30 percent.

3. Using the graphite-enriched [i - SiC enabled an increase in the volume fraction S

S"of the ceramic reinforcing phase. This was due to a better electrical conductivity as(Xatcd
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A ith the graphite on its surfaces. The influence of graphite lubricity may also play a role in

the process.

4. There is a direct correlation between the density, hardness and tensile fracture
1 'P

z ,,iress, and the specific-energy input associated with the high energy-high rate consolidatiOn

i process.

5. SiC/Al metal-matrix composites consolidated at specific energy inputs of less

. than about 400 kJ/kg tend to retain the original rapid-solidified rate powder microstrucLurc,

but act as a green compact. At higher energy input the solute-rich phase between dendrite

arms spheroidize and/or dissolve; and small Co-rich (in X7091 A) and Ni-rich

(in CW 67 Al) dispersoids are retained with very little coarsening.

*" 6. The ductility of the MMCs was very low and is attributed to the lack of plastic

* deformation during the processing of these materials. Subsequent, in-situ, high rate

processing such as forging or extrusion appear to be an appropriate approach to be taken ill

oi rder to up-grade the mechanical properties of the composites.

7. The nature of bonding between the SiC to the Al-matrix, based on transmission

electronl microscopy study and Auger-electron spectroscopy analysis appear to be god,

S\,,howing a continuous interface layer, approximately 100 A thick.

9. The fracture path of these composites is not a random one, but it is governed h

11 Oxide layer, rich in Mg (predominantly), Al and () with C having a "graphitic" nature

prc,,cnt. The oxide layer is in the form of mixed crystalline temary or quartema!ry oxides id

• "unknlovn sloichiometry as well as a complex oxide glass

'.
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